Introduction

Contemporary democratic governments have evolved from a political system that was conceived by its founders as opposed to
democracy. Current usage distinguishes between "representative"
and "direct" democracy, making them varieties of one type of
government. However, what today we call representative democracy has its origins in a system of institutions (estabIished in the
wake of the English, American, and French revolutions) that was in
no way initially perceived as a form of democracy or of government
Rousseau condemned political representation in peremptory
terms that have refrained famous. He portrayed the English government of the eighteenth century as a form of slavery punctuated by
moments of liberty. Rousseau saw an immense gulf between a free
people making its own laws and a people electing representatives to
make laws for it. However, we must remember that the adherents of
representation, even if they made the opposite choice horn Rousseau, saw a fundamental difference between democracy and the
system they defended, a system they called "representative" or
"republican" Thus, two men who played a crucial role in establishing modem political representation, Madison and Sikyck, contrasted representative government and democracy in similar terms.
This similarity is striking because, in othet respects, deep differences
separated the chief architect of the American Constitution from the
author of Qu'est-ce que le Tiers-Efat? in their education, in the
political contexts in which they spoke and acted, and even in their
constitutional thinking.
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Madison often contrasted the "democracy" of the city-states of
Antiquity, where "a small number of citizens .. . assemble and
administer the government in person," with the modem republic
based on representation.' In fact, he expressed the contrast in
particularly radical t e n s Representation, he pointed out, was not
wholly unknown in the republics of Antiquity In those republics
the assembled citizens did not exercise all the functions of govenunent. Certain tasks, particularly of an executive nature, were
delegated to magistrates. Alongside those magistrates, however, the
popular assanbly constituted an organ of govemment. The real
difference between ancient democracies and modem republics lies,
according to Madison, in "the total exclusion.$ the people in their
collective capacity from any share in the lattn; and not in the total
exclusion of the representatives ofthe people from the administration of
thef~rmer."~
Madison did not see representation a s an approximation of
govemment by the people made technically necessary by the
physical impossibility of gathering together the citizens of large
states. On the contrary, he saw it as an essentially different and
superior political system. The effect of representation, he observed,
is "to refine and enlarge the public views by passing them Ulrough
the medium of a chosen body of citizens, whose wisdom may best
discern the true interest of their country and whose patriotism and
love of justice will be least likely to sacrifice it to temporary or
partial c~nsiderations."~
"Under such a regulation," he went on, "it
may well happen that the public voice, pronounced by the representatives of the people, will be more consonant to the public good
than if pronounced by the people themselves, convened for the

purp0~."4
Si6yks, for his part, persistently stressed the "huge difference"
between democracy, in which the citizens make the laws themselves, and the representative system of govemment, in which they
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entrust the exercise of their power to elected repesentati~es.~
For
Sibyb, however, the superiority of the representative system lay not
so much in the fact that it produced less partial and less passionate

decisions as in the fact that it constituted the form of govemment
most appropriate to the condition of modem "commercial societies," in which individuals were chiefly occupied in economic
production and exchange. In such societies, Si6yb noted, citizens no
longer enjoy the leisure required to attend constantly to public
affairs and must therefore use election to entrust government to
people who are able to devote all their time to the task. SiCyes
mainly saw representation as the application to the political domain
of the division of labor, a principle that, in his view, constituted a
key factor in social progress. ''The common interest," he wrote, "the
improvement of the state of society itself cries out for us to make
Government a special profe~sion."~
For SieyGs, then, as for Madison,
representative government was not one kind of democracy; it was
an essentially different and furthermore preferable form of government.
At this point we need to remind ourselves that certain institutional choices made by the founders of representative govemment
have virtually never been questioned. Representative government
has certainly seen changes over the past two hundred years: the
gradual extension of voting rights and the establishment of universal suffrage being the most obvious among them.7 But on the
other hand several arrangements have remained the same, such as
those governing the way representatives are selected and public
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decisions made. They are still in force in the systems referred to as
representative democracies today.
The primary goal of this book is to identify and study those
constant elements. I shall call them principles of representative
government. By principles 1do not mean abstract, timeless ideas or
ideals, but concrete institutional arrangements that were invented at
a particular point in history and that, since that point, have been
observable as simultaneorrsly present in all governments described
as representative. In some countries, surh as Britain and the United
States, these arrangements have remained in place ever since their
first appearance. In others, such as France, they have occasionally
been abolished, but then were revoked all of a piece and the fonn of
government changed completely; in other words, the regime ceased,
during certain periods, to be representative. Finally, in many
countries none of these arrangements was wer put in place. n u s ,
what was invented in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and
has not seriously been challenged since, was a particular combination of these institutional arrangements The combination may or
mav not be present in a country at any given time, but where it i s
found, it is found en bloc.
In the late eighteenth century, then, a govenunent organized
a h g representative lines was seen as differing radically from
democracy, whereas today it passes for a form thereof. An instibtional system capable of sustaining such divergent interpretations
must have an enigmatic quality about it. One might, of course, point
out that the meaning of the word "democracy" has evolved since
the rise of representative
Undoubtedly it has, but that
does not get rid of the difficulty. In fact, the meaning of the word
has not changed entirely; what it meant then and what it means
now overlap to some extent. Traditionally employed to describe the
Athenian regime, it is still in use today to denote the same historical
object. Beyond this concrete common referent, the modern meaning
and the eighteenth-centuq meaning also share the notions of
political equalty among citizens and the power of the peaple.
Today those notions form elemenb of the democratic idea, and so
s
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they did then. More precisely, then, the problem appears to lie in
discerning how the principIes of representatwe govemment relate to
these elements of the democratic idea.
But genealogy is not the only reason for looking into the relationship between representative institutions and democtaq. Modem
usage, which classifies representative democracy as one type of
democracy, when looked at more closely reveals large areas of
uncertainty regarding what constitutes the specific nature of this
type. In drawing a distinction between representative and direct
democracy, we implicitly define the former as the indirect form of
government by the people, and make the presence of persons acting
on behalf of the people the criterion separating the two varieties of
democracy. However, the notions of direct and indirect government
draw only an imprecise dividing line. in fact, as Madison observed,
it is clear that, in the so-called "direct democracies" of the ancient
world - Athens, in particular - the popular assembly was not the
seat of an power Certain important functions were perform& by
other institutions. Does that mean that, like Madison, we should
regard Athenian democracy as having included a representative
component, or ought our conclusion to be that the functions of
organs other than the assembly were nevertheless "directly" exercised by the people? If the latter, what exactly do we mean by
"directly"?
Furthermore, when we say that in representative govemment the
people govern themselves zndirecfly or'through their representatives,
we are in fact using somewhat muddled notions. In everyday
parlance, doing something indirectly or through someone else may
refer to very different situations. For example, when a messenger
carries a message from one person to another, we would say that
the two persons communicate mdircrtly or through the messenger.
On the other hand, if a customer deposits funds in a savings
account, char&g the bank with the task of investing his capital, we
would also say that the customer, as owner of the funds, lends
indirectly or through the bank to the companies or institutions that
are bmowmg on the market. There is obviously, however, a major
difference between the two situations and the relationships they
engender. The messenger has no control over either the contents or
the destination of the message he bears. The banker, by contrast, has
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the task of choosing what in his judgment is the best investment
possible, and the customer controls only the return on his capital.
Which of these two types of indirectness or indeed what other
type - best represents the role of political representatives and the
power the people have over them? The modern view of representative democracy as indirect government by the people tells us
nothing here. In reality, the information provided by the usual
distinction between direct and representative democracy is meager.
The uncertainty and poverty of our modem terminology, like the
contrast that it presents with the perception of the eighteenth
century, show that we do not know either what makes representative government resemble democracy or what distinguishes it therefrom. Representative institutions may be more enigmatic than their
place in our familiar environment would lead us to believe. This
book does not aspire to discern the ultimate essence or significance
of political representation; it merely sets outdo shed light on the unobvious properties and effects of a set of institutions invented two
centuries ago? In general, we refer to governments in which those
institutions are present as "representative." In the final analysis,
though, it is not the term "representation" that is important here. It
will simply be a question of analysing the elements and consequences of the combination of arrangements, whatever name we
give it.
Four principles have invariably been observed in representative
regimes, ever since this form of government was invented:

-

1 Those who govern are appointed by election at regular intervals.
2 The decision-making of those who govem retains a degree of
independence from the wishes of the electorate.
3 Those who are governed may give expression to their opinions
and political wishes without these being subject to the control of
those who govem.
4 Public decisions undergo the trial of debate.

The central institution of representative government is election,
In this the p-t

work d i h from two books that particularly stand out among
the many studies of representation: G. Leiholz, Das Wesm der REpf&nfation
[I9291(8erlin:Walter de Gruyter, 1966)and H.Pitkin, %Concept ofRqresentotim
(Berkeley:University of California Press, 1967).

and a large part of ibis book wiU be devoted to it. We shall also be
analysing the principles that shape the policies pursued by those
who p v e m and the content of public decisions. A final chapter will
look at the different forms assumed by the principles of mpresentative government from the h e of its invention to the present day.
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smaller than the totality of citizens. As we have seen, the practical
impossibility of gathering the whole people together was not the
prime consideration motivating such founders of representative
institutions as Madison or Si6y.k. The fact remains that the sheer
size of modem states had the effect of making it materially impracticable for the assembled people to play a part in government.
Moreover, this is likely to have counted for something in the
establishment of purely representative systems. On the other hand,
it cannot have been the size of modem states that prompted the
rejection of the lot system. Even in large, densely populated states it
i s technically feasible to use lot to select a small number of
individuals from a bigger body. Whatever the size of that body, lot
will always make it possible to extract therefrom as small a group of
individuals as is required. As a method of selection, it is not
impracticable; in fact, the judicial system still makes regular use of it
today in constituting juries. So h s exclusive recourse to election
rather than lot cannot stem from purely practical constraints.
The political use of lot is virtually never thought about today? For
a long time lot has had no place in the political culture of modem
societies, and today we tend to regard it as a somewhat bizarre
custom. We know, of course, that it was used in ancient Athens, and
this fact is occasionally remarked upon, though chiefly in tones of
amazement. In fact, that the Athenians could have adopted such a
procedure seems to be the major puzzle. However, we may benefit
from an inversion of the usual point of view whereby the culture of
the present constitutes the center of the world. It might be better to
ask: "Why do not we practice lot, and nonetheless call ourselves
democrats?"
It might, of course, be objected that there is not a great deal to be
learned from such a question and that the answer is obvious. Lot, ~t
can be argued, selects anyone, no matter whom, includmg those
with no particular aptitude for governing. It is therefore a manifestly

Direct democracy and representation:
selection of officials in Athens

Representative government gives no institutional role to the assembled people. That is what most obviously distinguishes it from
the democracy of the ancient city-states. However, an analysis of the
Athenian regime, the best-known example of classical democracy,
shows that a further feature (one less often commented on) also
separates representative democracy from so-called direct democracy. In the Athenian democracy, many important powers were not
in the hands of the assembled people. Certain functions were
performed by elected magistrates. But what is particularly remarkable is that most of the tasks not done by the Assembly were
entrusted to citizens selected by a drawing of lots. By contrast, none
of the representative governmen& set up in the last two centuries
has ever used lot to assign even one modicum of political power,
whether sovereign or executive, central or local. Representation has
only been associated with the system of election, sometimes in
combination with heredity (as in constitutional monarchies), but
never with lot. So consistent and universal a phenomenon ought to
invite attention and indeed scrutiny.
It cannot be accounted for, as can the absence of the popular
assembly,by material constraints alone. To explain why representative governments grant no role to the assembly of citizens, authors
usually talk about the size of modem states. It is simply not possible,
in political entities so much larger and more populous than the citystates of Antiquity, to bring all the citizens together in one place to
deliberate and make decisions as a body. lnevitably, therefore, the
function of government is performed by a number of individual.

'
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Recently, a few works have helped revive interest in the political use of lot. See in
particular Jon Elster, Solomonic iudgemmb: Studies in the Limitations of Rationality
(Cambridge: Cambridge Univemity Press, 1989). pp. 78-92. It has also been
suggested that a citizen selected at random might elect the candidate of his choice
to represent a constituency (see A. Amar, "Choosing representatives by lottery
voting," in Yale Law foumal, Vol. 93,1984). However, thb suggestiongives lot only
a limited role: it is used to select a voter, not a representative.
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defective method of selection, and its disappearance requires no
further explanation. This is an argument, however, in which the
obviousness of the premise ought to cast doubt on the soundness of
the conclusion. The Athenians, not generally regarded as unsophisticated in political matters, must have been aware that lot appointed
people indiscriminately, yet they continued to use the system for
two hundred years. The fact that selection by lot risks elevating
unqualified citizens to public office is not a modem discovery.
Incompetence in office was as much a danger in Athens as it is
in present-day polities. Moreover, if Xenophon is to be believed,
Socrates himself ridiculed the appointment of magistrates by lot on
the grounds that no one chose ships' pilots, architects, or flute
players by this method.' That means, howwer, that the question we
should be asking is whether the AUlenian democrats really did have
no answer when faced with this objection. Possibly they saw
advantages in lot that, all things considqed, they felt outweighed
this major disadvantage. Possibly, too, they had found a way of
guarding against the risk of incompetence through supplementary
institutional arrangements. Concerning lot, it is by no means clear
that the danger of incompetence is the last word. We cannot
pronounce this selection method defective and destined to disappear before we have carefully analysed how it was used in Athens
and how democrats justified it.
In any case, whatever the reason lot disappeared, the crucial fact
remains that Athenian democracy employed it to fill certain posts,
whereas representative regimes give it no place whatsoever. The
difference can hardly be without consequence on the exercise of
power, the way it is distributed, and the characteristics of those who
govern. The problem is identifying the consequences with any
precision. So if we wish to throw light on one of the major
differences between representative government and "direct" democracy, we need to compare the effects of election with those of lot.
Analyses of representative government typically contrast election
with heredity. In part, such a viewpoint is justified: elected govemmen@ directly replaced hereditary governments, and there is no
doubt that, in making election the chief basis of political legitimacy,
Xenophon, Memorabilia. I, 2.9.

the founders of our modem representative republics were above all
rejecting the hereditary principle. Modem representative systems
are certainly characterized by the fad that in them power is not
inherited (not in essence, anyway). But what also distinguishes
them, even if it receives less attention, is the complete absence of the
use of lot in the assignment of political functions exercised by a
restricted number of citizens. The contrast between election and lot
might reveal an aspect of representative government that remains
hidden so long as the hereditary system constitutes the sole point of
contrast.
A study of the use of lot in Athens is in order, not only because lot
is one of the distinguishing features of "direct" democracy, but also
because the Athenians employed it side by side with election, which
makes'their institutions particularly well suited for a comparison of
the two methods. Moreover, the recent publication of a superb
study of Athenian democracy, remarkable in both its breadth and
precision, has thrown fresh Iight on these point^.^
The Athenian democracy entrusted to citizens drawn by lot most
of the functions not performed by the Popular Assembly (ekkl~sia).~
This principle applied mainly to the magistracies (archai). Of the
approximately 700 magistrate posts that made up the Athenian
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I refer to M. H. Hansen, &Athenian Democracy in the Age o/ Demostholes (Oxford:
Basil Blackwell, 1991). This is a condensed version, translated into English, of the
very much larger work that Nansen originally published in Danish (Det Athmsk
Dmrokrah' i 4 drh. f. Kr., 6 vols., Copenhagen, 3977-81). Hamen deals primarity
with the Athenian institutions of the fourth cenhlry BC (from the second restoration of democracy in4031102 to its final collapse h 322). Indeed, he points out that
the sources are very much more plentiful and detailed for thir; period than for the
fifth century, and he stresses that we do not really know much about how the
Athenian democracy functioned in the age of Pericles. The institutional historim
that focus on the fifth century (on the grounds that it was then that Athens
reached the zenith of its paver and artistic brilliance), as yell as those that deal
with Lhe period from the reform of Ephialtes (462) to the final disappearance of
dem-acy
(322) as a single entity, are thus obliged to extrapolate on the basis of
data that actually relate to the fourth century. b u g h his choice of period,
Hansen avoids such extrapolation, which he regar& as unjustified (The Alhmian
Democracy, pp. 19-23). This does not prevent him, howwer, from touching on
certain features of the institutions of the fifth cenhtry.
On lot and election in Athens, see also, in addition to Hansen's book James
Wycliffe Headlam, Election by Lot at Athens [I8911 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1933);E.S. Staveley, Greek and Roman Voting (Ithaca, NY: Cornell
University Press, 1972); Moses I. F i e y , Democracy Ancient and Modern (New
Brunswick, NJ:Rutgers University Press, 1973),and Politics in the Ancient World
(Cambridge:Cambridge University Press, 1983).
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voting on the magistrates was a compulsory agenda item. Any
citizen might then propose a vote of no confidence against a
magistrate (whether appointed by lot or by election). If the magistrate Iost the vote, he was immediately suspended and his case was
referred to the courts, which then had the responsibility of either
acquitting him (whereupon he would resume his funchons) or
condemning him?
Since these arrangements were common knowledge, every c~tizen
was aware in advance that, if he were to become a mapstrate, he
would have to render account, face the constant possibility of
impeachment, and undergo punishment if the case went against
him. But - and #us deserves particular attention -only the names of
those who wished to be considered were inserted into the lottery
machines, the klZroteria. Lots were drawn not among all citizens
thirty and over, but only among those who had offered themselves
as candidates.'" In other words, when the selection of magstrates
by lot is placed in its institutional context it looks far less rudirnentary than is commonly supposed today. The combinahon of the
voluntary nature of such service and this advance knowledge of the
risks incurred must in fact have led to self-selection among potential
magistrates. Those who did not feel up to filling a post successfully
could easily avoid being selected; indeed, they had strong incentives
to do so. The whole arrangement thus had the effect of giving every
citizen who deemed himself fit for office an opportunity of acceding to
the magistracies. Anyone taking up that opportunity exposed
himself to the virtually constant judgment of others, but that
judgment took effect only a posteriori - after the candidate had
begun to act in office. Chance apart, access to office was determined
only by the assessment each candidate made of himself and his own
abilities. In the case of elective magistracies, on the other hand, it
was the judgment of others that opened the way to public office It
follows that such judgment was exercised not only a posteriori, as m
the case of magistracies assigned by lot, but also a prtori - that is,

administration, some 600 were filled by lot.5 The magistracies
assigned by lot (klzros) were usually collegiaL6 The term of office
was one year. A citizen was not permitted to hold a given magistracy more than once, and while he might be appointed to a number
of different magistracies during his lifetime, the timetable for
rendering account (no one might accede to a fresh post before
having rendered account for the previous one) meant that a person
could not in practice serve as a magistrate two consecutive years.
All citizens thirty years of age or older (about 20,000 persons in the
fourth century) who were not under penalty of atimia (deprivation
of civil rights) might accede to these magistracies? Those whose
names had been drawn by lot had to undergo examination (dokimasia) before they could take up office.This test examined whether
they were legally qualified to be magistrates; it also checked
whether their conduct towards their parents had been satisfactory
and whether they had paid their taxes and had performed their
military service. The test had a political side to it, too: an individual
known for his oligarchical sympathies might be rejected. In no way,
however, did dokimasia seek to weed out incompetents, and usually
it waj a mere formality?
Nevertheless, the Athenian system did offer certain safeguards
against magistrates whom the people decided were bad or incompetent. In the first place, magistrates were subject to constant monitoring by the Assembly and the courts. Not only did they have to
render account (euthynao on leaving office, but during their term of
office any citizen could at my time lay a charge against them and
demand their suspension. At Principal Assemblies (eWEsiai kyriai)

'
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Tnese figures do not include the C o d (bod?), although it was a board of
magistrates. In fad, the powers of the Council were sigruhcantly different from
those of other magistracies, so it is preferable to consider it separately (see below).
The word klhm is a noun, the m p o n d i n g verb b e i i k l h u n (todraw lots). The
fact of obtaining a post by lot is indicated by the verb hnchano, din the aorist
tenst and occasionally qualified by a determiner: t6 kuam* bchein (to have been
s ~ ~ o i n t ebvd lot using a bean) or, in an earlier period, pala lachein (to have been
abiinted bjr lot dra- from a helmet).
Fourth-century Athens had around 30,000 citizens who had reached their majority
(i.e. wem 20 or over). In the fifthcenhlry, the number was probably 60,000 (see
Hansen, The Athmian Dnnmcy, pp. 55, 93, 232, 313). These figures do not, of
course, indude women, children, metics (alienn with some civic privileges), or
slaves. There is a tendency today to exaggerate the smUne55 of Athem. Granted,
the city was not large, compared with modern states, but neitherwas it a village.
Hansen, The Athenian Demmcy, pp. 21&20,239.
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The Assembly met ten times a year as eM1Psia kym (once in each prytany, or fiveweek period), out of a total of forty meetings annuauy.
H a m , Thc Athenian Democracy, pp. 97, 230-3, 239. Note that there was even a
verb (klmurthnr) meaning "to present oneself for selection by lot"; see Aristotle,
Constitutiun of Athens, IV, 3; VII, 4; XXVII, 4.
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before the candidates had had a chance to prove themselves (at least
for candidates who had not held office previously).
Like magistrades assigned by lot, elective offices were also
constantly monitored by the Assembly. Any citizen aged thirty or
over might stand for an elective post. However, there were several
differences between elective magistracies and those assigned by lot.
In the first place, while the elective offices were annual, like the
others, a person might be re-elected to the same office several times
in succession; there were no term limits. h the fifth century, Pericles
was re-elected general (strattgos) for more than twenty years. The
most famous of fourth-century generals, Phocion, held office for
forty-five years. Moreover, the Athenians reserved appointment by
election for magistracies for which competence was judged vital.
These included the generals and top military administrators from
the fifth century onwards and the chief financial officials created or
reformed in the fourth century (particularly the Treasurer of the
Military Fund, the administrators of the Theoric Fund, and the
Financial ~orn~troller)."The elective posts were also the most
important ones: the conduct of war and the management of finance
affected what happened to the city more than any other function.
(Athens in fact spent most of the fifth century at war; periods of
peace were the exception.) Lastly, it was in the elective offices,
rather than among the magistracies filled by lot, that persons of
eminence would be found.
In the fifthcentury, the most influential politicians were elected as
generals (Themistocles, Aristides, Cimon, Perides). The practice was
to speak of orators and generals (rhZtwes kai strafEgoi) in the same
breath. Although orators were not public officials, it was they who
carried most weight in the Assembly. The bracketing together of
orators and generals thus suggests that in certain respects they were
seen as belonging to the same group, what might today be termed
"political leaders." In the fourth century, the link behveen orators
and generals loosened, and orators as a category came to be
associated more with the financial magistrates, who were also
elected. Also, a social change took place around the time of the
l1

The Theoric Fund was originally set up to distribute payments to citizens enabling
them to buy theater tickets for public festivals. In the fourth century,the fund was
gradually extended to cover the financing of public works and the navy.
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Peloponnesian War: whereas the generals and politicians of influence in the fifth century belonged to the old families of the landed
aristocracy (Cimon, for instance, came from the famous Lakiad
family, while Pericles was related to the Almaionid clan), in the
fourth century political leaders tended to be recruited from wealthy
families of good standing, whose fortunes were of more recent date
and derived from slave-manned workshops.12 Throughout the
history of the Athenian democracy, there was thus a certain correlation between the exercise of political office and membership in
political and social elites.
In general, the magistrates (whether elected or selected by lot) did
not exercise major political power; they were above all administrators and exe~utives.'~
They prepared the agenda for the Assembly
(probouleuein), conducted preliminary investigations prior to lawsuits (anakrinein), summoned and presided over courts, and carried
out the decisions made by the Assembly and the courts (prostaftein,
cpitattein). But they did not hold what was regarded as decisive
power (to kynon einai): they did not make the crucial political
choices. That power belonged to the Assembly and the courts. In
this respect, the contrast with modem political representatives is
manifest. Moreover, even if in their capacity as chairmen the
magistrates drew up the agendas of decision-making bodies, they
acted at the request of ordinary citizens and put down for discussion
motions that those citizens proposed.
The power to make proposals and take initiative was not the
privilege of any office but belonged in principle to any citizen
wishing to exercise it. The Athenians had a special expression to
denote one who took political initiative. A person who submitted a
proposal to the Assembly or initiated proceedings before the courts
was called t6n Athaaicin ho boulomenos hois exestin (any Athenian
who wishes from amongst those who may) or ho boulomenos
(anyone who wishes) for short. The term could be translated as "the
first comer," though it had no pejorative connotation in the mouths
of democrats. Indeed,ho boulomenos was a key figure in the Athenian
democracy.14He could in fact be anyone, at least in principle, but
that was precisely what democrats prided themselves on. "You
12
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blame me," Aeschines replied to one of his opponents, "for not
always coming before the people; and you imagine that your
hearers will fail to detect that your criticism is based on principles
foreign to democracy? In oligarchies, it is not anyone who wishes
that may speak but only those who have authority [or men tais
oligarchiais ouch ho boulomenos, all'ho dynasteu5n dZmEgorei];in democracies, anyone who wishes may speak, whenever he wishes Ien
dhokratiais ho boulomenos kai otnn auto d~kei]."'~Probably it was
only a small minority that dared come forward to address the
Assembly, with the vast majority confining themselves to listening
and voting.16 In practice, a process of self-selection limited the
numbers of those taking initiative. But the principle that anyone
wishing to do so was equally able to submit a proposal to his
fellow-citizens and, more generally, to address them (isegurio)constituted one of the highest ideals of democra~y.~'
At any rate, the magistrates had no moqopoly of political initiative, and their power was, generally speaking, strictly limited.
Evidently, then, as Hansen observes, there is an element of deliberate ignorance or even sophistry in the remarks that Xenophon
attributes to Socrates. In ridiculing the practice of selecting magistrates by lot on the grounds that no one would choose a ship's pilot,
an architect, or a flute-player by that method, Socrates was deliberately missing the crucial point that, in a democracy, magistrates
were not supposed to be pilots?8 That is not the end of the matter,
however, because the magistracies, in the strict sense, were not the
only officesassigned by lot. Most historical studies choose to discuss
the implications of the use of lot in the Athenian democracy only in
However, given
connection with the appointment of
that the magistrates wielded only limited power and that the
~~.
l6

Hansen,~ h e ~ t h e n i ah n c y , p p 143-5.

Here the distinction between ideal (one might also say ideblogy) and practice is
p
of selfgelection that in
-1%. m" h---..----.~ , , ~rk w t convenient
instrument.
---practice limited the number of speakers a ~ h l a l l ~ ~ k e i vexpliat
ed
recognition, at
bast in &. in the idealom of the first comer: ho boulomenos denoted anyone
wishinp to come f o m d to nuL a proposal, not simply anyone.
The ~ i h m i a nDemocruy, p. 236.
I9 Hansen is no exception here: the main dixussion of the relationship between lot
and demaracy occurs in the chapter about magistrate, (see Hahseh Thr Athenian
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responsibilities of those magistracies filled by lot were less than
those filled by election, such a choice has the effect of downplaying
the importance of lot in Athens. Functions much more important
than those of the magistrates were also assigned by lot.
Members of the Council (boult) were appointed by lot for a period
of one year, and no citizen could be a member of the Council more
than twice in his lifetime. The Council comprised 500 members, who
were thirty years or older. Each of the 139 districts of Attica (the
demes) was entitled to a certain nurnber of seats in the Council (the
number was in proportion to the population of the deme). Each
deme nominated more candidates than it had seats to fill (it is not
clear whether lot was used at this initial stage of the selection
process). Lots were then drawn among the candidates for each
deme to obtain the requisite number of councilors. On days when
the Council sat, its members were paid by the city. Aristotle
regarded payment for such political activities as participation in the
Assembly, the courts, and the magistracies as one of the essential
principles of democracy. In Athens, that principle also applied to the
Legally, Council membership was a magistracy (archP), and like
most magistracies was collegial. However, certain features set it
apart. In the first place, only the Council could indict its own
members: once indicted, a councilor was tried in the courts, but the
Council first had to vote on arraigning him before the c o ~ r t s . More
~'
important, the bouP constituted the most decisive magistracy
(malista kyria), as Aristotle wrote, because it prepared for the agenda
for the Assembly and camed out its decisions.22 Whereas the
Aristotle, Politics, VI, 2, 1317b 3 5 8 . The object of such payment was M enable
people to take part who would otherwise have been put off political activity by
the prospect of losing working time or more generally to attract,citizens of modest
means. In the fifthcentury,Athens paid its magistrates, members of the Council,
and judges or jurors (citizens who sat in the courts). Judges received three obols
(half a drachma) per day they sat. On the other hand, participation in the
Assembly was at that time unpaid. In the fourth cenhrfy, payment of magistrates
was probably abolished, but that of councilors and judges was retained, and
payment (likewise of three obols) was also introduced for attendance at the
Assembly (see Hansen, 77re A t h i a n Demmucy, ,pp. 240-2). Note, by way of
comparison, that at the end of the fifth cenlury the average wage for a day's work
stood at one draduna. The allowance for parhcipating in the courts and subsequently in the Assembly was thus equivalent to half a day's pay (seeibid., pp. 150,
18e-9).
Ibid., p. 258.
22 Aristotle, Politics, VI, 8, 1322b, 12-17.
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activity of the other magistracies was connected with the courts, the
Council was linked directly to the ekklaia. The C m c i l deliberated
about which proposals were to be considered by the Assembly
@robouleumntn). Some proposals would be formulated in detail;
others would be more open, inviting motions from the floor on a
particular problem. About half the decrees voted on by the Assembly seem in fact to have been ratifications of precise measures
put forward by the Council; the other half stemmed from proposals
made directly in the ~ssembly.'~The Council had further major
responsibilities in the field of external affairs. It received all ambassadors and decided whether or not to bring them before the
Assembly, first negotiating with them before submitting the results
of such talks to the people in the form of a probouleuma. The Council
also performed important military functions, being responsible in
particular for the navy and for maritime administration. Finany, it
had a role of general supervision of pybtic administration, including, very importantly, finance; and in this respect it exercised a
degree of control over the other magistrates. Thus the boult, which
was appointed by lot, occupied a central position in the government
of Athens. Its role may not have been that of a pilot, but neither was
it a subordinate one.
However, to assess the full importance of lot in the Athenian
democracy we must look at yet another body: the hEliastai. Each
year, 6,000 persons were chosen by lot from a pool of volunteers
thirty years or older. The citizens whose names were drawn took the
heliastic oath, pledging to vote in accordance with the laws and
decrees of the Assembly and the Council, to decide in accordance
with their own sense of what is just in cases not covered by law, and
to give both defense and prosecution an impartial hearingz4 From
then on, for the space of a year those citizens fonned the body of the
hZliastai. Their being older than the citizens who made up the
Assembly, and hence putatively wiser and more experienced, meant
that they enjoyed special status.25 It was from among the hdiasfai
that the members of the people's courts (diknstzria)and, in the fourth
century, the nomothetai were recruited.
Ibid., p. 182
Hansen, Thc Athian Dnnocmcy, pp. 1 3 W .
Citizens had merely to have reached their majority (probably twenw yean of age)
to take part in the Assembly.

Every day that the courts were in session, any of the htlrastai who
desired might present themselves outside the courtroom in the
morning. The judges or jurors (dikastaq needed for that day were
then chosen by lot from among them. Note again the voluntary
nature of such participation. Since a number of courts sat simultaneously, another lottery then determined (at least in the fourth
century) in which court each judge should sit.26 A court might
comprise 501, 1,001, 1,501, or wen more dihstai, depending on the
seriousness of the matters before itz7Dikastai received an allowance
of three obols per day (which as we have seen was approximately
equivalent to half a day's pay). For the most part, it was the poor
and the elderly who sat in the courts.28
The term "courts" is potentially misleading as regards the nature
of the functions thus assigned by lot, and we need to go into more
detail here. The f a d is, the courts performed important political
functions. Disputes between individuals were often settled by
arbitration, the courts becoming involved only if one of the parties
appealed the decision. Many aiminal cases, too, were dealt with
outside the people's courts (murders, for example, were judged by
the Areopagus). Thus, political trials accounted for most of the
activity of the people's courts.29Such trials were in no way exceptional. In fact, they were an important element in everyday govemment.
This was above all the case with the criminal action.for illegality
(grapht paranomEn). Any citizen could bring an action for illegality
against a proposal (whether for a law or for a decree) submitted to
the ~ s s e m b l The
~ . ~charge was against a named person: the
individual who had made the offending proposal. Only the initiator
was subject to prosecution; a citizen could not be prosecuted for a
vote he had cast (which again highlights the special status of the act
SO
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The Athenian Democr~~cy,
pp.

181-3.

n Note, by way of cornparism, that on average around 6,000 persons took part m
the Assembly (see i b i d g p . 130-2).
28 ad., pp. 183-6.
Ibid., pp. 17E-80.
Y, ActuaUy, it was only i
n the fifth century that the Assembly voted on both laws
(mi
and
)
d m m (pszphismuta~;in thcfourth cmfuy, voting on b m was the cxclusir~c
p ' n a of thr mmothetui. In the fifth century, then, the pap& p r o n o m a could
target either laws or decrees, while in the fourth century it applied only to decrees,
a rather d i i t procedure (the gmpkZ nomm mE cpi@deionI h t ) being used to
challenge laws.
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of initiating in the Athenian democracy). More importantly, it
should be noted that an action for illegality could still be brought
against the proposer of a decree or a Law that had already been
adopted by the Assembly, even unanimously. When a d w e e or a
law that the Assembly had already passed was challenged as illegal,
it was immediately suspended until the courts delivered their
verdict. The adion for illegality thus had the effect of placing the
decisions of the Assembly under the control of the courts: every
measure passed by the ekklsia might be re-examined by the courts
and possibly overturned, if someone so requested. Furthermore, an
action for illegality could be brought not only for technical reasons
(for instance, if the proposer had been under penalty of atirnia), but
also for substantive reasons (if the law or decree at issue contravened existing legislation). In the fourth century, substantive
reasons included any conflict with the basic democratic principles
underlying the laws. This meant that proposals might be challenged
purely on the grounds that they were detrimental to the public
interest. To that extent, the graph2 paranorn5n quite simply gave the
? ' appears
courts political control over the actions of the ~ s s e m b l ~ It
to have been in frequent use: the sources suggest that the courts
may have considered as many as one a month3'
When a proposal that had already been put to the Assembly was
re-examined by the courts through such an action for illegality, the
second examination presented certain specific features differentiating it from the first, and accounting for its greater authority. To
start with, there were fewer dikastai than there were members of the
Assembly. They were older, and they had taken an oath. But in
addition to this the procedure followed by the courts differed from
that of the Assembly. A whole day was set aside for examining a
decision that had been challenged as illegal, whereas during an
ekklkla session (half a day), it was customary for a number of
decisions to be taken. Court procedure was necessarily adversarial,
with the person who had proposed the suspect measure being
required to defend it and the plaintiff to attack it. Moreover, the two
parties had had time to prepare their cases. The Assembly, on the
other hand, might make a decision without debate and on the spot,

provided that no one objected to the proposal concerned. Finally,
voting in the Assembly was by show of hands in all but exceptional
cases. No precise vote count was taken: with 6,000 people attending,
on average, a count would have taken a very long time. In the
courts, by contrast, secret ballot was the rule (making nobbling and
corruption more difficult there), and votes were counted exactly.33
So even when they were performing what was properly speaking a
political role, the courts constituted an organ that differed substantially from the Assembly in terms of size, composition, and method
of operation.
At the end of an action for illegality, if the dihstai handed down a
verdict in favor of the prosecution, the Assembly's decision was
quashed and the assemblyman who had initiated it fined. In some
instances the fine was minimal, but it could amount to a substantial
sum, making someone a debtor to the city for the rest of his days,
thus stripping him of his civil rights (atirnia). The possibility of
incurring this penalty had one important consequence: while, as we
have seen, anyone (ho boulomenos) could make a proposal in the
Assembly, all members were aware that, in doing so, they ran a
considerable risk. On the other hand, the system was also designed
to discourage frivolous accusations: if an accuser withdrew his
complaint before the courts had pronounced on it, he was sentenced
to a fine of 1,000 drachmas and banned from ever again bringing an
action for illegality. Also, apparently, as with other public accusations (gruphni), the plaintiff incurred a 1,000 drachma fine and
partial atimia if his complaint secured fewer than one-fifth of the
votes.=
The courts also considered denunciations (eisangeliai). These were
of various kinds. They might be directed either at magistrates
accused of maladministration, in which case they were put to the
Council before being dealt with by the courts (eisangeliai eis fa
boula), or at any citizen (including magistrates) for political offenses. In the latter case, the complaint was first laid before the
Assembly (eisangeliai eis ton dtmon). The notion of political offense
H a m , The Athenun Democracy. pp. 147-8.1545.209-12.

" To gain some idea of the size of a 1,000 drachma fine,bear in mnd that the
average wage for a day's work m the late fifthcentury was one drachma (seen. 20
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covered three types of act in the main: treason, corruption (accepting
money to give '%ad advice to the people of Athens"), and attempted
overthrow of the government (i.e. democracy). However, these
categories were rather loosely interpreted and in practice permitted
a wide range of behavior. The eisangelia eis tan dMon was used
mainly against generals. This was the type of legal action used to
condemn to death the victors of the naval battle of the Arginoussai
(406/5)on the grounds that they had neither picked up survivors
nor honored the dead after the victory. Several generals suffered
denunciation for having lost a battle or led a fruitless campaign.
Such denunciations were frequent: it would appear that one general
in five would face an eisangelia at some point in his career. Finally, it
was the courts that conducted the preliminary examination (dokimash) of magistrates before they took up office and their rendering
of accounts (euthynaQ on leaving it.
The people's courts, whose members vere drawn by lot, thus
constituted a truly political authority. In the fourth century, a
further body appointed by lot was particularly important in the
government of Athens, namely the nomothetai. When democracy
was restored following the oligarchic revolutions of 411 and 404, it
was decided that, in the future, the Assembly would no longer pass
laws but only decrees, and that legislative decisions would be left to
the nomothetai. It was then that the distinction between laws (nomoi)
and decrees (psEpkismata) was worked out in detail. In the fifth
century the two terms had been used more or less interchangeably.
After democracy was restored, a law meant a written norm (in the
fifth century the word nomos could refer to a custom), that enjoyed
greater validity than a decree, and was equally applicable to all Athenians
(whereas a decree might apply to an individual). These three
characteristics were explicitly set out in a law defining laws,
adopted in 403/2.~' Other sources show that at that time a fourth
characteristic was added to the definition of a law: validity for an
3S

The fullest quotation from this law defining laws is found in Andocides's speech
On the Mys1eriCS (5 87): "Law: magistrates must under no circumstances use
unwritten law. No decree voted on by the Council or the people may have higher
validity than a law. No law may be passed that applies only to a single individual.
The same law shall apply to all Athenians, unless otherwise decided [by the
Assembly] with a quorum of 6000, by secret ballot" (quoted in Hansen, The
A h i a n Dcmacracy, p. 170).
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indqinite pen'od, with the term "decree" being reserved for norms of
limited duration, which exhaust their content once their purpose has
In 403/2, the existing laws were codified, and
been fu~filled.~
henceforth any change in the code of laws had to be decided by the
nomothetai.
In the fourth century, then, legislative activity assumed the
following forms. At the beginning of each year, the code of existing
laws was submitted for the ppproval of the Assembly. If a law
currently in force was rejected by the Assembly, anyone might
propose a fresh one to take its place. The Assembly then appointed
five citizens to defend the existing law, and the two parties argued
their respective cases before the nomothetai. In addition, at any time
throughout the year, a citizen might propose that a particular law be
abolished and replaced by another. If he secured the backing of the
Assembly, the procedure would then be the same as in the first case.
Lastly, six magistrates (the thesmothetai) were charged with constantly keeping an eye on the laws. If they found a law invalid, or if
two laws seemed to confli~t?~
they brought the case before the
Assembly. If that body so decided, the process of revision by the
nomothetai was then set in motion. In other words, legislative activity
invariably took the form of revision, with the Assembly retaining
the initiative, but the final decision being taken by the nomothetai,
following adversarial proceedings. When the Assembly decided that
there was occasion for revision, it set up a committee of nomothetai,
fixing their number in accordance with the importance of the law
(501 was the minimum, but the figure was often 1,001, 1,501, or
even higher). On the morning of the day set for the review, the
requisite number of nomothetai was drawn by lot from among the
hZliastai. It seems that, as with the courts, lots were drawn among
those h?liastai who had turned up on the day. So 'in the fourth
century, legislative decisions as such were in the hands of an organ
distinct from the Assembly and appointed by lot.
Today, when we distinguish between representative and "direct"
democracy we usually imagine that in the latter all important
political powers were exercised by the assembled people. Closer
examination of the institutional system used in ancient Athens
l b i d . , ~ .171.

" See, Aidin-,
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democracy." "To the people of antiquity,'' he went on, "lot was not
chance; lot was the revelation of divine
For Fustel as for Glotz, the religious interpretation of lot offered
a solution to what they both saw as the principal enigma of the
process, namely its bizarre, if not absurd, character in the light of
modern political thinking. Glotz wrote: "Appointing rulers by lot
seems so absurd to us today that we find it difficult to imagine
how an intelligent people managed to conceive of and sustain such
a system."43 Neither Fustel nor Glotz could conceive that the
Athenians practiced lot for political reasons or, to be more precise,
for reasons whose political nature might still be apparent to the
modem mind. Since the appointment of magistrates by lot struck
them as so alien to the world of politics, they assumed that it must
have belonged to a different world, that of religion. They concluded that politics for the Athenians must have been different
from politics in the modem age, not merely in content and order of
priorities, but also in ontological status. Politics for the Athenians,
they surmised, must have been a blend of the here-and-now and
the hereafter.44
The religious explanation of the Athenian use of lot was certainly
based on the interpretation of certain sources. It also rested on an
argument by analogy: various cultures have in fact looked on lot as
giving signs from the supernatural world. Nevertheless, the theory
was challenged in a pioneering work published by J. W. Headlam in
1 8 9 1 , ~and it no longer enjoys c u m c y among today's specialists.06
"All in all," Hansen writes, "there is not a single good source that

" Fustel decoulanges, La Citiantique, pp. 212-13.
"

Glotz, La Cili&uc,
p. 223.
The idea that the only way to understand the institutions of antiquity was with
reference to their religious origins and dimension nrns through the whole of
Fustel's bwk. Note that the author was also pursuing an explicit objective in t e r n
of political pedagogy. in setting out "above all to highlight the fundamental and
essential differences that will forever distinguish these ancient peoples. .from
. .
modem societies,"he hoped to help discourage imitation of the ancients, whch m
hie mp.
W
~ an
P
of modem sodeties." Echoing Benjamin
-,-.. --. obstacle to "the 010-s
Constant's famous distinction,Fustel declared: "We have deluded owelves about
liberty among the ancients, and for that reason alone likrty among the moderns
has beenjeopardized" (La Cite'nntique,Introdudion, pp. 1-2).
Headlam, Ekctim by Lot at Athms, pp. 78-87.
See Staveley, Gmknnd Roman Voting, pp. 3 4 4 ; Finley, Pdificsin the Ancient World,
pp. 94-5.
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straightforwardly testifies to the selection of magistrates by lot as
having a religious character or origin." 47
On the other hand, countless sources present lot as a typical
feature of democracy.@ What is more, lot is described as the
democratic selection method, while election is seen as more oligarchic or aristocratic. "What I mean," wrote Aristotle, "is that it is
regarded as democratic that magistracies should be assigned by lot,
as oligarchic that they should be elective, as democratic that they
should not depend on a property qualification, and as oligarchic
that they should."49 The idea of lot being democratic and election
oligarchic no doubt strikes us as odd. Aristotle clearly believed
otherwise, though, because he brought it into an argument relating
to one of the central concepts of the Politics, that of the mixed
constitution (rnemigmenZpolit&).
Aristotle thought that, by synthesizing democratic and oligarchic
arrangements, one obtained a better constitution than regimes that
were all of a piece. Various combinations of lot, election, and
property qualifications allowed just this kind of synthesis. Aristotle
even suggests ways of achieving the mixture. One might, for
example, decide that magistracies should be elective (rather than
assigned by lot) but that everyone, regardless of any property
qualification, could vote or stand for election, or both. Another
mixture might consist in assigning offices by iot but only within a
particular class of citizens defined by a property qualification. Or
again, certain posts might be filIed by election and others by lot.50
According to the philosopher, these different combinations produced constitutions that were oligarchic in some respects and
democratic in others. For Aristotle, then, election was not incompa-

" Hansen, The Athpniam Democracy, p. 51 (for a detailed discussion of the theory
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advanced by Fustel and Glotz, see ibid., pp. 49-52).
See, for example, Hemdotus, Hisfonones,
In. 80,27 (thespeech of Otanes, a supporter

of democracy, in the debate about constitutions); Pseudo-Xenophon, Constitution
of Athms, I, 2-3; Xenophon, Memorabilia, I, 2, 9; Plato, Republic, VIII, 561b, S5;
Plato, L m , V1, 757e 1-758a 2; lsocrates, Arwpagiticus, VII, 21-2; Aristotle, Politics,
N,15,1300a 32; W,2,1317b 20-2;Aristotle, Rhetoric. 1.8.
Aristotle, Politics, IV,9, 1294b 7-9. On the aristocratic nature of election, see ako
kocrates. Punuthicus, MI, 153-4; the ancestral constitution, lswates claimed kn
essence, was superior to the present constitution, since under it magiskates were
appointed by election (rather than by lot) and it therefore included an aristocratic
element alongside its demwatic features.
Aristotle, Politics, IV,9,1294b 11-14;IV, 15,13Wa E1300b 5.
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tible with democracy, although taken in isolation it was an oligarchic or aristocratic method, whereas lot was intrinsically democratic.
To understand the h k that the Athenians established between lot
and democracy, we must first take a look at a key feature of Greek
democratic culture: the principle of rotation in office. Democrats not
only recognized the existence of a difference of role between the
governors and the govemed, they also recognized that, for the most
part, the two functions could not be exercised by the same individuals at the same time. The cardinal principle of democracy was not
that the people must both govern and be governed, but that wery
citizen must be able to occupy the two positions alternately.
Aristotle defined one of the two forms that liberty "the basic
principle of the democratic constitution" might. take as follows:
"One of the forms of liberty [eleutheria] is to rule and be ruled in
r
democratic
turns [en merei archesthai hi ar~hein]."~'In ~ t h e words,
freedom consisted not in obeying only oneself but in obeying today
someone in whose place one would be tomorrow.
For Aristotle, this alternation between command and obedience
wen constituted the virtue or excellence of the citizen." "It would
appear," he wrote, "that the excellence of a good citizen is to be
capable of commanding well and obeying well [to dymsthai kai
archein kai archesthai h ~ ~ s ] And
. " ~this
~ dual capacity, so essential to
the citizen, was learned through alternating the roles: "It is said, and
quite rightly, that no one can command well who has not obeyed
well [ouch estin eu arxai me ar~hthenta]."~The phrase used by
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Aristotle, Politics, VI, 2, 1317a 4C-13112, 2. The same idea was expressed by
Euripides when he had These- say that the fact of taking turns to govern was a
fundamental characteristic of the Athenian demwacy (Supplkml W o m , v. 4 W
8). For Aristotle, the other form of democratic Liberty had nothing to do with
participating in political power; it was "the fact of living as one likes (to z2n h6s
borlehi tis]" (Politics, VI, 21317b 11-12). The fact that freedom understood as the
ability to live as one wishes constituted one of the democratic ideals is a h
vouched for by Thucydides, bothin the fammfuneral oration that he has Pericles
deliver (Pdoponnesiun War, il,37) and in the remarks he attributes to %das (ibid.,
VII, 69). This is not the place to discuss Benjamin Constant's distinction between
the liberty of the ancients and that of modern man or to enter into the numerous
d i i i o n s , whether scholarly or ideologic& raised by Pericles's funeral oration.
n
l Aristotelian
~
concept of the citizen particularly applied a-.
(as Ariatotle him~elf
-.-acknowled& to the Xtizen of a democracy (see above note 38).
title, pzlitik, UI,1277a 27.
Ibid., 127% 12-13. Aristotle mentions the same idea several times in the Politics. In

Aristotle was proverbial. Its origin was attributed to Solon, which
gives some indication of its importance in the political culture of
Athens. The expression "to command well" should here be understood in its fundamental sense: to exercise the activity of
command in conformity with its essence and perfection. Generally
speaking, a task may legitimately be entrusted to someone capable
of performing it to perfection. Rotation in office thus provided the
basic legitimation of command. What gave a right to rule was the
fact of having once been in the opposite position.
It has often been pointed out that rotation reflected a view of life
according to which political activity and participation in government were among the highest forms of human excellence. But
alternating command and obedience was also a device for achieving
good government. It aimed to produce political decisions that
accorded with a certain type of justice, namely democratic justice.
Insofar as those giving orders one day had been obeying them the
day before, it was possible for those in power to make allowance, in
reaching their decisions, for the views of the people whom those
decisions affected. They were able to visualize how their orders
another passage, he explains that alternating command and obedience and having
citizens fill the two rules by t u r n is a just solution (if not in absolute t e r n the
k t ) when all citizens are equal or deemed to be such, as is the case in
demwades (Politics, 11, 2, 1261a 31-1261b 7). In Book VII, dealing with the
unconditionally best constitution, he writes: "Since wery political cornmvnity is
made up of m l w and ruled, we must examine whether the rulers and the ruled
should change or remain the same for lik . Undoubtedly, were some to differ
from others as much as we believe the gods and heroes differ from men, being
endowed with great superiority,perceptible first in their bodies and subsequently
in their minds, such that the superiority of the rulers over the ruled is clear and
unquestionable, obviously it would be better in that case that the same people,
once and for all, should govern and be governed. But since such a situation is not
easily found,and since it is not the same here as among the inhabitants of India,
where according to Scylax kings do differ so greatly from their subjeck, clearly it
is n m s a t y , for many reasons, that all should share in the same way in d i n g and
in being d e d , by taking hvns [anonhion pnntas homoiBs koinaneio tau kata m m s
archein kai archesfhi]" (Politics, VII, 14, 1332b 12-27). However, when it comw to
the unconditionally best constitution, Aristotle attempts to reconcile the principle
of rotation and the requirement that d i c e s of function be based on naturr.
One thing permits such a reconciliation: age. The same individuals need to be
mled when nature most inclines them to that role. i.e. when the" are vn--m- * - A
1--'br
m be nrlers when natue makes them more capat;le thereof, namely in
later life.
Aristotle adds that this alternation based on age satisfies the principle that "he
who is destined to govern well must first have been well governed ibid., 1333a ?4). So even when Aristotle is describing the best constitution, he remains attached
to the principle that command is learned thmugh obedience.
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would affect the governed, because they knew, having experienced
it for themselves, what it felt like to be governed and to have to
obey. Furthermore, those in office had an incentive to take the views
of the governed into account: the man giving the orders one day
was discouraged from lording it over his subordinates, knowing
that the next day he would be the subordinate. Admittedly, rotation
was no more than a procedure; it did not dictate the content of
decisions or determine what were just orders. But the procedure
itself was nmetheles conducive to substantively just outcomes,
creating as it did a situation in which it was both possible and
prudent for the governors, when making decisions, to see the
situation from the viewpoint of the governed.
In the theoretical outline that Rousseau put forward two thousand
years later, justice was to be guaranteed by the universality of law:
each citizen, voting on laws that would apply to himself as to
everyone else, would be induced to will fot others what he willed
for himself. In the rotation procedure, a similar effect was produced
through the medium of chronological succession: those who governed were led to decide by putting themselves in the place of their
subjects, for it was a place they had known and would know again.
The democrats of Athens were not content merely to preach justice,
exhorting those in power to imagine themselves in the place of the
governed: they gave them the means and the motivation to do so.
Rotation was of such importance to democrats that it was made a
legal requirement. Not only was the power relationship reversible in
principle; it was ineluctably reversed in fact. That was the purpose
of the various restrictions mentioned above (e.g., the magistracies
assigned by lot could not be held for more than one term, one could
not be a member of the boulE more than twice). Because of these
restrictions, several hundred new individuals had to be found each
year to fill the posts of magistrate and councilor. It has been
calculated that, among citizens aged thirty and over, one in two
must have been a member of the boulE at least once in his Life.
Moreover, there was also a de fado rotation in attending the
Assembly and the courts. The ekkIbia never assembled more than a
fraction of the citizenry (averaging 6,000, as we mentioned, from a
total of 30,000 citizens in the fourth century), and it is unlikely to
have been the same citizens taking part each time. The Assembly

was identified with the people not because all citizens attended, but
because all of them could attend, and because its membership was
constantly changing. As for the courts, we have clear archaeological
proof to the effect that the dikustai changed a great
The Athenian democracy was thus to a large extent organized, in
practice as well as in theory, around the principle of rotation. This
fundamental principle made selection by lot a rational solution:
since a substantial number of individuals were to be in office
anyway, one day or another, the order in which they acceded to
those offices might be left to chance. Moreover, the number of
citizens being fairly small in relation to the number of posts to be
filled, the rotation requirement made lot preferable to election.
Election would in fact have reduced even further the number of
potential magistrates by limiting it to people who were popular
with their feuow-citizens. The Athenians, it might be said, could not
afford to reserve the posts of magistrates and councilors for those
citizens whom their peers judged sufficiently able or wed to elect
them: that kind of restriction would have inhibited rotation.
But we need to go even further: there was a potential conflict
between the elective principle and rotation. The elective principle
entails that citizens be free to choose those whom they place in
office. Freedom to elect, however, is also freedom to re-elect. The
citizens may want the same person to occupy a particular office year
after year. It must even be assumed that if a citizen has succeeded in
attracting votes once, he has a good chance of attracting them again.
The only way to provide an absolute guarantee of rotation in an
elective system is to limit the electorate's freedom of choice by
deciding that certain citizens may not be elected because they have
already been elected. This can be done, of course, but it means
establishing a compromise between two principles implying potentially opposite consequences. By contrast, combining compulsory
rotation with selection by lot presents no such danger: the rotation
requirement carries no risk of thwarting the logic of the lot. The
Athenians were aware of the potential conflict between the elective
principle and the principle of rotation, which is why holding the
same elective magistracy several times in succession was not prohib55
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ited. The system of prohibitions applied only to those magistracies
that were filled by lot. In the Athenian democracy, then, appointment by lot reflected above all the priority given to rotation.
Second, the combination of rotation and the drawing of lots
stemmed from a deep distrust of professionalism. Most magistrates
as well as all councilors and judges were not professionals but just
ordinary citizens. The Athenians recognized the need for specialized
professional skills in certain cases, but the general presumption was
to the contrary: they reckoned that every political function was
performable by nonspecialists unless there were compelling
reasons to think otherwise. The absence of experts or, at any rate,
their restricted role was designed to safepard the political power of
ordinary
The assumption was that if professionals intervened in govemment they would inevitably dominate. The Athenians probably
sensed that, in collective decision-making,,having knowledge and
skills that others did not possess constituted by itself a source of
power, giving those who possessed the skills an advantage over
those who did not, no matter how their respective powers might be
defined in law. A Council of professionals or professional magistrates would have a hold over the Assembly; the presence of experts
in the courts would have reduced the importance of the other
dikastai. Historians frequently assert that the chief objective of
appointment by lot was to curtail the power of the magistrate^.^'
However, the assertion is ambiguous and in any case applies to only
one of the uses of lot, namely the selection of magistrates proper. In
fact, appoinhnent by lot did not affect the formal definition of
functions or powers. The formal powers of magistrates were indeed
limited, but this was because they were subject to constant monitoring by the Assembly and the courts. Selection by lot guaranteed
more specifically that individuals serving as magistrates would not
enjoy extra power by virtue of their expertise. Indeed, having the
dikastai appointed by lot was not intended to reduce the fonnal
power of the courts: they were invested with a power that was
expliatly deemed decisive. That is why it is so important to look at
56
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the courts in any analysis of how Athens utilized lot. Ln the courts,
the use of lot to select judges and the complete absence of professionals were intended to guarantee that the voices of experts did not
outweigh those of ordinary citizens.
In the final analysis, the Athenian democrats perceived a conflict
between democracy and professionalism in political matters.58Democracy consisted in placing decisive power in the hands of
amateurs, the people the Athenians called hoi idiatai. Magistrates,
when they came to render account, frequently pleaded lack of
expertise in excuse for their mistakes.59 That kind of rhetorical
strategy obviously presupposed that those listening saw it as
normal and legitimate that ordinary citizens should occupy magistracies. To gain public favor, even an orator and political leader of
the stature of Demosthenes would on occasion, particularly in the
early days of his career, present himself as "an ordinary person, like
one of you [idiatcs kai pollBn hhumcin h e i ~ ] . " ~ ~
The myth that Plato has Protagoras recount undoubtedly gives
expression to a key element of democratic thinking. Plato, of course,
had no sympathy for democracy and regarded Protagoras as an
opponent whose ideas had to be refuted. However, he does seem to
have felt a certain respect for Pericles's sophist friend. Moreover, the
remarks he attributes to Protagoras accord too well with Athenian
practice to have been a mere caricature designed to facilitate refutation. In the Protagoras, Socrates expresses surprise that the Assembly
behaves very differently when dealing with buildings or ships to be
constructed than when discussing the government of the city (peri
fan ti% pol& dioik2seOn). In the former case, the Assembly calk
builders or shipwrights, and, if anyone not regarded as an expert
presumes to offer his opinion, the crowd makes fun of him and
shouts him down. But when general city matters are under discussion, "we see the floor being taken indiscriminately by smiths,
shoemakers, merchants, and seamen, rich and poor, high-born and
commoners, and nobody thinks of rebuking them, as one would in
the former case, for their attempt to give advice with no training
obtained anywhere, under any tea~her."~'Protagoras has then

'' Hansen, The Athenian Democracy, p. 308.

Bid, p. 308.
" Demosthenes, P r m i a , 12. Insome editions,ths Prmmion
is numbered 1.7.
6'

Plato, Protagorm, 319 D.
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recourse to a myth to defend Athenian practice: Zeus granted
political virtue to all men, for had it been reserved for some, as
technical skills are, cities would be unable to survive; they would be
tom apart by conflict, their members would be dispersed, and
humanity would perish.62 This myth constitutes a defense of the
principle of isEgoria: so far as government is concemed, any citizen,
no matter who, is sufficiently qualified for his opinion to merit at
least a hearing.
Lot was also associated with the principle of equality, but this link
is more difficult to interpret. Contemporary historians disagree on
the subject. Some, like M.I. F i e y , see the practice of drawing lots
as an expression of the equality so dear to the Athenian democrat^.^^
Others echo Hansen in claiming that it was chiefly authors hostile to
democracy (Plato, Aristotle, Isocrates) who established a l
i
d
between lot and the democratic ideal of equality, rather than the
democrats themselves. Hansen further points out that the view of
equality that these authors attributed to democrats did not correspond to the reality of Athenian
Hansen's argument is hard to follow and conceptually weak. He
uses the modem distinction between two conceptions of equality:
equality of outcome, in which individuals have equal shares of
everything, and equality of opporhinity, in which everyone shares
the same starting line, the final distribution being determined solely
by individual merit.ffi Hansen demonstrates that the concept of
equality actually championed by the Athenian democrats was not
equality of outcome. Whatever Aristotle might have said, they did
not claim that all must have equal shares in everything. Now the
use of lot was not about equality of opportunity since it obviously
did not distribute power in accordance with talent. Hansen infers
that its only justification could be equality of outcome. Since this
was not the view of equality held by democrats, the conclusion is
that democrats did not defend lot in the name of their vision of
equality.
The argument presupposes, however, that the distinction between
Plato, P r o t a p s , 322 C 1-323 A 4.
M. I. Fiey, 'The freedom of the citizen in the Greek world," in Talanta:
Proceedings of the Dutch Archoeologiurl and Hubrbl Society, Vol. 7,1975, p p 9,13.
ffi Bid., p. 81.
a Hansen, TIzc Atkninn Democrncy, pp. 81-5.
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equality of outcome and equality of opportunity, as understood
today, exhausts the possibilities so far as concepts of equality are
concemed. Certainly, talent played no part in selection by lot, but it
does not follow that lot could embody only the notion of equality of
outcome. It may be that the use of lot reflected a concept of equality
that was neither equality of outcome nor equality of opportunity in
the modem sense.
In fact, as Hansen himself acknowledges, it is not only in texts
that are critical of or have reservations about democracy that the
egalitarian nature of lot is stressed. It also appears in Herodotus, in
the famous debate about constitutions (though this is not specifically
about Athens), and above all in Demosthenes, who cannot be
suspected of having been either hostile to Athens or unfamiliar with
the city's political culture.66It would appear, then, that selection by
lot was regarded as a particularly egalitarian procedure. The
problem is knowing to whch version of the complex notion of
equality it was attached.
Greek culture distinguished two types of equality: arithmetical
equality on the one hand, achieved when the members of a group
all receive equal shares (whether of goods, honors, or powers), and
geometrical or proportional equality on the other, which was
reached by giving individuals shares whose value corresponded to
the value of the individuals concerned, assessed according to a
particular criterion, whatever it might be. To put it another way, if
two individuals, A and B, had shares a and b in a particular asset
assigned to them, arithmetica1 equality was said to obtain if a
equaled b and geometrical equality if the ratio of values between the
two individuals equaled the ratio of values between the shares (A /
B = a /b).
Plato linked the drawing of lots to the arithmetical concept of
equality in a passage in the Laws that merits attention because, in it,
lot is not purely and simply rejected. Plato's position on the subject
of democracy is not reducible to the emphatic attacks expressed in
the Republic. In the hrus he attempts to combine monarchy and

" In the debate about constitutions, Otanes, who argues in favor of democracy,
associates the use of lot with political equality (the word used is isonomic):
Herodotus, Histories, 111, 80, 26. Demosthenes, for his part, speaks in one of his
privateorations of appointment to a post by lot as being something "shared by all
equally [Loinou hiisour (Demosthene, Against Boiotos, I, XXXIX, 11).
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democracy or rather, to be more precise, to find a middle way
between those two fonns of
Many analyses and
commentaries have sought to account for this variation in Plato's
political thinking. This is not the place to enter into such interpretative discussions, but whether the Laws reflects a chronological
development of Plato's thought or whether that dialogue pursues a
different objective than the Republic, the fact is that in the later work
Plato is not unrelentingly critical of democracy.68Without showing
any enthusiasm for the system, he concedes that it is probably
prudent to pay a certain amount of attention to democratic views
and institutions. This is particularly apparent in his remarks on lot.
The Athenian Stranger starts by distinguishing two types of
equality: equality of "measurement, weight, and number" and
equality of "giving to each in proportion to his person." The first, he
points out, is easily effected In distributions by lot. The second,
which is more divine and the o d y real foep of equality, requires the
assistance of ~ e u s The
. ~ founder of the city must aim primarily for
true justice in the strict sense of the word, that is, proportional
equality. "However," the Stranger adds, "the city as a whole must
inevitably, on occasion, take these expressions in a somewhat
altered sense as well if it wishes to avoid rebellions in any of its
parts, for equity [to epieikes] and indulgence are always distortions of
full exactness at the expense of strict justice; this makes it necessary
to fall back on the equality of lot in order to avoid popular discontent [duskolius tlin polllin heneka], once again calling upon divinity
and good fortune that they may steer fate in the direction of the
greatest justice." 70
More amenable to democracy than Plato, Aristotle likewise associates lot with the arithmetical or numerical concept of equality." He

'' See, for instance, the passage in the Inws where the Athenian Stranger (the

"
;"

author's voice) justifies his proposed method of appointment for members of the
Council: "Such a system of elections seems to fall midway between monarchy and
dernmacv, and it is always behveen t h w two fonns that the constitution must
hold its cdursep'(Invs, Vi, 756 E 8-9).
For one interpretation of the place occupied by the Lnvs in the body of Plato's
political thought, see Glenn R. Morrow, Plalo's Cntan City. A HktniCd Interpnhtion of the h (Pxinceton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1960) esp. ch. V,
pp. 153-240.
Ibid., 757 D-E.
Plato, Lmus, VI, 757 8.
Ahtotle, Politics, VI,2,1317b 18-13Ma 10.

also, in Ms theory of justice, gives a more detailed philosophical
elaboration of the distinction between arithmetical equality and
geometrical or proportional equality. Aristotle considers that the
true (most universal) definition of justice is geomekical equality, the
arithmetical kind being simply one particular version of it, for
individuals that are reckoned absolutely equal or equal in every
respect. Indeed, if A and B are regarded as absolutely equal ( A / B =
I), then application of proportional justice results in a distribution
whereby a / b = 1, and hence in the arithmetical equality a = b.n
Democrats, Aristotle declares, believe that since citizens are equal in
one respect (all are freeborn), they are equal in every respect. The
democratic conception of justice thus comes down, according to
Aristotle, to arithmetical equality: democrats, deeming citizens
absolutely equal (or equal from all points of view), define justice as
"the fact of each person possessing an arithmetically equal share [to
isott echein apantas kat'arithrn~n]."~~
Although this definition constitutes a particular version of the true concept of justice, Aristotle
nevertheless calls it incorrect. The democrats' error, he says, is to
exaggerate the implications of the actual equality: they are right to
regard citizens as equal from a particular standpoint (that of free
birth), but wrong to infer from this that citizens are equal in every
Isocrates, for his part, establishes a link between the drawing of
lots and arithmetical equality, then rejects that concept.of equality
immediately on the basis of a somewhat rudimentary argument:
arithmetical equality assigns the same thiig to the good as to the

"

Aristotle, Politics, 111, 9, 1287a 7-25; see also Nichomackan Ethics, 1131a 24-8. For
further discussion, see the analysis of the Aristotelian theory of justice presented
by Cornelius Castonadis in his essay: "Value, equality, justice, politics: fiom Marx
to Aristotle and from Aristotle to ourselves," in Les carrefours d~ fubyrinthe, (Paris:
Seuil, 1978), pp. 249-316; Engljsh edition: Crossroods in the Labyrinth (Cambridge,
MA: MITPress, 1984),pp. 260-339.
Aristotle, Politics, VI, 2, 1318a 5.
lbid., 9,1280a 7-25. According to A~istotle,oligarchs and aristocrats commit a
symmetrical m r : rightly considering citizens unequal on one point (wealth or
virtue), they infer that the members of the city are unequal in every respect (and
should therefore receive unequal shares). The conclusion that appeam to flow
from this argument is that, for Aristotle, citizens are equal in some respects and
unequal in others, meaning that it is necessary to allow for both their equality
and their inequality. This position justifies Aristotle's preference for a mixed
constitution blending democratic characteristics with oligarchic or aristocratic
characteristics.
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wicked. In his view, geometrical equality alone constitutes true
justice."
The problem is knowing whether the association of lot with
arithmetical equality was justified or whether it was simply a means
of disqualifying the use of lot by contending that it sprang from an
inferior conception of equality and justice. The question particularly
arises in connection with the passage in the Laws just cited, where
Plato concedes that room must be made for an institution beloved
by democrats. This is w e n more so for Aristotle, whose concern was
not merely to establish and defend the true conception of justice, but
also to analyse and account for the different views of justice reflected
by existing-institutionsin one place or another.
Granted, in one sense the phrase "an arithmetically equal share
for all" [to ison echein apanfas kaf'arithmon], taken Literally, does not
entirely cover the use that the Athenian democracy made of lot.
However, we need only inflect the phrase somewhat or make it
slightly more specific to-understand how Aristotle was able to see it
as a reasonably accurate description of Athenian practice. First, we
must recall a point that we have already looked at but that now
assumes greater importance. The names dtawn by lot were those of
volunteers only. A person needed to be a "candidate" or to have
presented himself outside the court in the morning for his name to
be placed in the lottery machine. The system, in other words, did
not exactly effect a distribution among all citizens without exception, but only among those who wished to hold office. But if
selection by lot is looked at in conjunction with the principle of
voluntarism, a crucial point emerges: the combination of lottery
with voluntarism reflected the same concept of equality as isfgoria
(the equal possibility of taking the floor in &e Assembly or making
a proposal), which was the key value of the political culture of
democracy. In both cases, it was a question of guaranteeing anyone
who so desired the "first comer" the chance to play a prominent
part in politics.
Aristotle's portrayal of democratic equality, in that it omitted the
voluntary element, was thus in a sense incomplete. However, there
was not a huge difference between the principle of arithmetical

equality for everyone and that of arithmetical equality for everyone
wishing to play a prominent political part. What is more, the
Aristotelian expression usually translated as "an equal share" was
actually, in Greek,a substantivized neuter adjective (to ison), that is,
"something equal." One might, therefore, point out that there was
some justification in using that "something" to mean the possibilify
of exercising power, in which case, the voluntary dimension was
included in Aristotle's formula: it was quite correct to say that
drawing lots made equally available to everyone the possibility of
exercising power if they wished to do so.
But the notion of "arithmetically equal shares" applied to the use
of lot invites even further refinement. It is clear that, when magistrates, councilors, or jurors were selected by lot, not everyone who
presented b l f obtained an equal share of power. Although it is
true that rotation guaranteed all volunteers that one day they would
fill the offices for which they stood, lot by itself (i.e. without regard
to rotation), would on a given occasion elevate only some of them to
office. In this respect there was a differencebetween lot and isfgoria.
Any citizen might address the Assembly and submit a proposal if he
so wanted. Speech and initiative were thus equally shared among
all who cared to have them,though not in the case of magistrates or
judges, where only some people acceded to the offices they sought.
What was distributed equally by lot was not power exactly, but the
(mathematical)probability of achieving power.
The Athenians were of course unaware of the mathematical
concept of probabiility, which was not identified until the seventeenth century. The idea that chance might conform to mathematical
necessity and random events be susceptible of calculation was alien
to the Greek mind.76Yet it may not be out of the question that, even
in the absence of the proper conceptual tools, thinkipg about the
political use of lot may have led the Greeks to an intuition not
unlike the notion of mathematically equal chances. It was true, in
any case, that lot had the effect of distributing something equal in
terms of number (to ison kat'arithmon), even if its precise nature
eluded rigorous theorization. Since the state of mathematics did not
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make it possible to distinguish dearly, within numerical equality,
equality of shares actually assigned and the equal probability of
obtaining a desired object, Plato as well as Aristotle was naturally
led to confuse equality of lot with the equality of shares actually
distributed. In that sense but in that sense only their characterizations of lot are defective.
The equality achieved by the use of lot was certainly not equality
of opportunity as we understand it today, since it did not distribute
offices in accordance with talent and effort. Neither was it the same
as what we call equality of outcome: it did not give everyone equal
shares. However, this double difference does not prove that lot had
nothing to do with equality, because equality may also assume a
third form, which modem theories of justice overlook, namely the
equal probability of obtaining a thing.
It is harder to explain why Aristotle saw election as an expression
of geometrical or proportional equality andhence of the aristocratic
or oligarchic conception of equality. One can point out, of course,
that in an elective process the candidates do not all have equal
chances of acceding to office because their election depends on their
merits in the eyes of their fellow citizens and because they do not all
possess the qualities others prize. An analogy thus appears between
election and the aristocratic concept of justice, which would have
goods, honors, and power assigned to each according to his value,
seen from a particular viewpoint. Furthermore, the actual practice of
election among the Athenians resulted, as we have seen, in elective
magistracies usually going to the upper classes. So the intuition that
election might be linked to oligarchy or aristocracy is understandable. Aristotle's formula gave expression to that intuition.
From a different angle, though, in an elective system in which
citizens are at liberty to elect whomever they like (as was the case in
Athens), there is no objective, fixed, universally accepted definition
of what constitutes political value or merit. Each citizen decides
according to his own lights what features make one candidate better
qualified than another. The probability of his acceding to office will
certainly depend upon his popularity; but unlike the criteria generally invoked by oligarchs or aristocrats (wealth or virtue), popularity
does not exist independently of other people's esteem. It is a quality
that only the free decision of all other people can confer. There is
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thus no obvious reason why the "first comer" should not be or
become more popular than the other candidates, if the people so
decide. It also follows that there is no obvious reason why, in a
system in which elections are free, all citizens should not have equal
chances of achieving that greater popularity. Establishing elections
as an aristocratic procedure would have required demonstrating
that, when people vote, preexistent objective criteria limit the;
choice and in fact prevent them from bestowing their favors on
whomever they wish. Aristotle neither provided such proof, nor
explained why the elective magistrates more often than not came
from the higher social classes. Thus, his statement about the aristocratic or oligarchic nature of election was no more than an intuition,
plausible and profound, but never explained.
Two main conclusions emerge. First, in the foremost example of
"direct" democracy the assembled people did not exercise all
powers. Substantial powers - sometimes greater than those of the
Assembly - were assigned to separate, smaller bodies. However,
their members were mainly appointed by lot. The fact that representative governments have never used lot to assign political power
shows that the difference between the representative system and
"direct" systems has to do with the method of selection rather than
with the limited number of those selected. What makes a system
representative is not the fact that a few govern in the place of the
people, but that they are selected by election only.
Second, selection by lot was not (contrary to what is sometimes
stated even today) a peripheral institution in the Athenian democracy. It gave expression to a number of fundamental democratic
values: it fitted in unproblematically with the imperative of rotation
in office; it reflected the democrats' deep distrust of political
professionalism; and above all, it produced an effect similar to that
paramount principle of democracy iscgoriu - the equal right to
speak in the Assembly. The latter gave anyone who so wished an
equal share in the power exercised by the assembled people. Lot
guaranteed anyone who sought office an equal probability of
exercising the functions that were performed by a smaller number
of citizens. Even though they could not explain how it was so,
democrats had the intuition that elections did not guarantee the
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system in which differences and distinctions among citizens can
manifest themselves freely. And those differences can be utilized for
political ends.

In addition to the advantage of the distinction between the two
powers [Sovereign and Govenunent], it [aristocracy] has that of the
choice of its members. For in popular government all citizens are born
magistrates; but thii type of government [aristocracy]limits them to a
small number, and they become magistrates only by election, a means
by which probity, enlightenment, experience, and all the other
reasons for public preference and esteem are so many guarantees of
being well governed.93
Because it is possible, in an aristocracy, to make political use of
differences in talent and worth, elective aristocracy is the best form
of
While Montesquieu's discussion of lot in the Spirit of the Laws is
remarkable for its historical insight, it i$ rigor of argument that
stands out in Rousseau's Social Contracf. Indeed, Rousseau himself
regarded Montesquieu's account of the democratic properties of lot
as poorly argued, though basically sound. Hi own account,
however, for all its subtlety and impeccable logic, owed more to the
idiosyncratic definitions and principles laid down in the Social
Contract than to historical analysis. It might be pointed out that,
given its complexity, the precise reasoning by which Rousseau
linked lot to democracy probably exercised only the most limited
influence on political actors. That may well be so, but the important
points lie elsewhere.
The first thing to note is that, even as late as 1762, a thinker who
undertook to lay down the "Principles of Political Right" (as the
Socinl Contract was subtitled) would make a place for lot in his
political theory. Both Montesquieu and Rousseau were fully aware
that lot can select incompetents, which is what shikes us today, and
explains why we do not even think of attributing public functions
by lot. But both writers perceived that lot had also other properties
or merits that at least made it an alternative worthy of serious

'' Social Cmtmcl, Book In, ch. 5 (my emphasis; the term "eleftion" here means
-
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election in the modem sense what in other contexts Rouaseau cab "selectionby
choice (I'6lecfcfion pr choix]."
lbid., Book Dl, &. 5.
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consideration, and perhaps justified that one should seek to remedy
the obvious defect with other institutions.
The other notable fact is that political writers of the caliber of
Harrington, Montesquieu, and Rousseau should, each from his own
standpoint and in his own manner, have advanced the same
proposition, namely that election was aristocratic in nature, whereas
lot is pnr excellence the democratic selection procedure. Not only had
lot not disappeared from the theoretical horizon at the time representative government was invented, there was also a commonly
accepted doctrine among intellectual authorities regarding the comparative properties of lot and election.
Scarcely one generation after the Spirit of the Laws and the Social
Contract, however, the idea of attributing public functions by lot had
vanished almost without trace. Never was it seriously considered
during the American and French revolutions. At the same time that
the founding fathers were declaring the equality of all citizens, they
decided without the slightest hesitation to establish, on both sides of
the Atlantic, the unqualified dominion of a method of selection long
deemed to be aristbcratic.Our close study of republican history and
theory, then, reveals the sudden but silent disappearance of an old
idea and a paradox that has hitherto gone unnoticed.
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What is indeed astonishing, in the light of the republican tradition
and the theoriz'mg it had generated, is the total absence of debate in
the early years of representative government about the use of lot in
the allocation of power. The founders of representative systems did
not try to find out what other institutions might be used in
conjunction with lot in order to correct its clearly undesirable
effects. A preliminary screening, along the lines of the Florentine
squittinio, aiming to obviate the selection of notoriously unqualified
individuals, was never even considered. One could also argue that
by itself lot gives citizens no control over what magistrates do once
in office. However, a procedure for the rendering of accounts,
coupled with sanctions, would have provided some form of
popular control over the magistrates' decisions; such a solution was
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never discussed either. It is certainly not surprising that the founders of representative government did not consider selecting rulers
endowed with full freedom of action by drawing lots from among
the entire population. What is surprising is that the use of lot, even
in combination with other institutions, did not receive any serious
hearing at all.
Lot was not completely forgotten, however. We do find the
occasional mention of it in the writings and speeches of certain
political figures. In the debates that shaped the United States
Constitution, for instance, James Wilson suggested having the
President of the United States chosen by a college of electors, who
were themselves drawn by lot horn among the members of Congress. Wilson's proposal was explicitly based on the Venetian
model and aimed to obviate intrigues in electing a president?5 It
provoked no discussion, however, and was set aside almost immediately. In France, a few revoluti~n~iwies
(Si6yes before the
revolution, Lanthenas in 1792) thought of combining lot with
election. And in 1793 a member of the French Convention, Montgilbert, suggested replacing election by lot on the grounds that lot
was more egalitarian9" But none of these suggestions met with any
significant level of debate within the assemblies of the French
revolution. In 1795 the Thermidorians decided that each month the
seating arrangement within the representative assemblies (the Cinq
Cents and the Anciens) would be determined by lot.97 The measure
was aimed at inhibiting the formation of blocs - in the most
physical sense. Lot was still assodated with preventing factionalism, but in an obviously minor way. In any case, the rule was
nwer observed.
The revolutionaries invoked the authority of Harrington, Montesquieu, and Rousseau, and meditated on the history of earlier
republics. But neither in England, nor America, nor France, did
anyone, apparently, ever give serious thought to the possibility of

assigning any public function by lot?' It is noteworthy, for example,
that John Adams, one of the founding fathers who was most widely
read in history, never considered selection by lot as a possibility, not
even for the purposes of rejecting it.99 In the lengthy descriptive
chapters of his Ddmse of the Constitutions of Government of the United
States of America devoted to Athens and Florence, Adams briefly
notes that those cities chose their magistrates by lot, but he does not
reflect on the subject. When repr-ntative
systems were being
established, this method of choosing rulers was not within the range
of conceivable possibilities. It simply did not occur to anyone. The
last two centuries, at least up until the present day, would suggest
that it had disappeared forever.
To explain this remarkable, albeit rarely noted, phenomenon, the
idea that first springs to mind is that choosing rulers by lot had
become "impracticable" in large modem states.Im One can also
argue that lot "presupposes" conditions of possibility that no l o n ~ e r
obtained in the states in which representative
was
invented. Patrice Gubniffey, for example, contends that lot can
create a feeling of political obligation only within small communities
in which all members know one another, which he argues is "an
indispensable prerequisite for their accepting a decision in which
they have played no part or only an indirect one."'0' Selection by
lot also requires, the same author continues, that political functions

4

P5 See M.Fmand (ed.),The Recurds oflk F&l
Cmwntiar 1787 11911],4 vok.
(New Haven, CT Yale Universily Press, 1966), Vol. 11, pp. 99-106. I owe this
reference to Jon Ekter, who has my thanks.
% The suggestions of Sibw and Lanthenas, together with the pamphlet written by
Mmtgilbert, are quoted by P. Gkniffey in his book k Nombrr rt la h i s o n . La
dwlutimia/mnpisc d 1es ileclions (Paris:edit in^ de l'Ecole des Hautes Etudes en
Sciences Soeiales, 1933),pp. 119-20.
97 See Gubriffey, Le Nombreel la bison, p. 466.
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This claim ought to be accompanied by a caveat. I certainly have not consuftedall
the historical works available, let alone all the original sources relating to the
three great modem twolutions. Moreover, the political use of lot has so far
received a very limited amount of scholarly attention; it cannot be mled out,
therefore, that future research may reveal additional cases of lot being dkcussed.
Nonetheless it seens to me reasonable, given what I know at present, to maintain
that selecting rulers by lot was not contemplated in any major political debate
during the English, American,and French revolutions.
This is hue at least of his three main political works, namely Thoughts on
Government [l776l A DEfmsr ofthe Constitutions of Golwrnmenl of the United States
of America 1178741, and Discourns on Daoila [17901. See C. F. Adam (ed.), The Life
and Works ofJohnAdams, 10 vols. (Boston, MA:Little Brown, 18%), Vols. N,V,
and VI.
. -.
It is odd that Carl Sehmitt, one of the few modem authors to devote any attention
to the selection of rulers by tot, should adopt this point of view. Sdunin
comments that lot is the method that best guarantees an identity between mters
and ~1t-d.but he immediately adds: '7his method has become impracticable
nowadays." C. Sdunitt, Vnfnssungslchre, 5 19 (Munich: Duncker & Humblot,
192U).n. 257.
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be simple and not need any special competence. And finally,
~ ~ & f kdaims,
y
for it to be possible to select rulers at random, an
quality of circumstances and culture must "pR+?xist among the
members of the body politic, in order that the decision may fail on
any one of them indifferently." lo2
such co-enb
contain grains of truth, but they are defective
that they obscure the element of contingency and choice that is
invariably present in every historical development, and that cerplayed a part in the hiumph of election Over lot. In the first
place - and this point has been made before, but it bears repeating lot was not totally impracticable. h some Cases, such as England#
the size of the electorate was not as large as some might think.It has
been calculated, for example, that in 1754 the total electorate Of
England and Wales numbered 280,000 p e k m (out of a population
of around 8 miilion).lo3 There was nothing pradcal preventing the
establishment of a multiple step procedure: lob could have been
districts, and a further drawing of lob could then
drawn in
have taken place among the names dected by lot at the first level. It
is even more remarkable that no one thought of using lot for local
purposes. TO-,
or even counties of the seventeenth and eight-th
centuries could not have been much larger or more populous
than ancient Attics or Renaissance Florence. Local political fLIndons
presmably did not present a high degree of complexity. Yet neither
h e American nor the French revolutionaries w e r contemplated
assigning local offices by lot. Apparently, not wen in the t0of
New England (which de Tocqueville was later to characterize as
models of direct democracy) were municipal officials chosen by lot
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; they were always
picked by el&jon.'04 In those small towns of homogeneous popula-
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k Nombre cl La kison, p. 123.
l
a % I. c-on,
Pnrlhmmtary Refom 1640-1832 (Cambridge:Cambridge University Press, 31971, p. 31.
1M H~~ again, the assation needs to be advanced with caution. I have not cmsulted
all the historical studies dealing with the local government system in New

i c ~GU&Y,

~
~ during~ the colonial
l
and
~ rwolutionary
~
d periods. Moreover, instances of
the use of lot may have escaped the attention of historians. It -,
however,
that even if the
existed here and there, it was certainty neither wideOn this question, see J. 7. Adarns. T?K Fmnding af New Endnnd
spRadnor
(
~ MA:tittle
~ Brown,
t
1921,1949),
~
~ ch. 11; Carl Brinddugh, Cities in -If.
u r k n ~ i f int A-'ca
17431776 (New York: A. A. Knopf, 1955); E. M.Cook
~ , , t hof tk T-s:
ka&rship and Community Shucfun in EightmL-cmfuy
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tion and limited functions, where common affairs were discussed by
the inhabitants in annual town meetings, conditions today put
forward as necessary for the use of lot must have been approximated. n e difference between the city-republics of Renaissance
Italy and the towns of colonial and revolutionary New ~
~did ~
al
but in beliefs
not lie in f ~ t ~ ncircumstances,
what
gave a collectiveauthority legitimacy.
It is -ainl~ true that political actors in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries did not regard selecting rulers by lot as a
possibilit~.Electing them appeared as the only course, as indicated
by the absence of any hesitation about which of the mo methods to
use. But this was not purely the detenninistic outcome of external
c~rcUnwtances.Lot was deemed to be manifestly -ujtab]e,
given
the objectives that the actors sought to ad.lieve and the dominant
beliefs about political legitimacy. So whatever role circumstances
may have played in the eclipse of lot and the triumph of election, we
have to inquire into which beliefs and values have intemened to
this about.
the absence of any explicit debate among the
founders of representative government as to the relative virtues of
the h~~procedures, O W argument inevitably remains somewhat
-jectural.
The only approach possible is to compare the hyo
methods with ideas whose force is 0th-i~~ attested the political
d m r e of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. m s will allow
us to determine what kinds of motivation could have red people to
adopt election as the self-evident come.
There was indeed one notion in the light of which the respective
merits of lot and election must have appeared widely different and
q u a ] , namely, the principle that all legitimate authority stems
from the consent of those over whom it is exercised other
words, that individuals are obliged only by what they have consented to. f i e three modem rwolutions were accomplished the
name of this principle. This fad is sufficiently established for there
to be no need to rehearse the evidence at length here+"'
~~t us look
at a few iuustrative examples. In the Putney debates (October 1617)
New England (Baltimore. h K k JohnsHopkins University P m , 1976).neanalysis
by de Tocqueville to which I refer may be found h Democracy in A-~o, vol. 1,
I"

On the role of the idea of consent in Anglo-American pofitical ,--lbrr inthe
eighteenth mhrry, see among others. I. P. Reid, The Concept of Representolion in
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between the radical and ccmservative wings of Cromwell's army,
which constitute one of the most remarkable documents on the
beliefs of the English revolutionaries, the Levellers' spokesman
Rainsborough declared: "Every man that is to live under a govemment ought first by his own consent to put himself under that
government; and I do think that the poorest man in England is not
at all bound in a strict sense to that govenunent that he hath not had
a voice to put himself under." Replying to this, Ireton, the chief
speaker of the more conservative group, did not dispute the
principle of consent but argued that the right of consent belonged
solely to those who have a "fixed permanent interest in this
kingdom."'" One hundred and thirty years later, the American
Declaration of Independence opened with the words: "We hold
these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that
they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable Rights,
that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness, That to secure these rights, G o v m e n t s are instituted among Men,
deriving their just powers from the consent of the
Finally, in France, a key figure in the early months of the revolution,
Thouret, published at the beginning of August 1789 a draft declaration of rights that included the following article: "All atizens have
the right to concur, individually or through their representatives, in
the formation of the laws, and to submit only to those to which they
have freely consented." '08
This belief that consent constitutes the sole source of legitimate
authority and forms the basis of political obligation was shared by
all Natural Law theorists from Grotius to Rousseau, including
Hobbes, Pufendorf, and Locke. This too has been sufficiently
established, and we may confine ourselves to a single illustration. It
is taken from Locke, the intellectual authority who enjoyed the
the Age of the AAmnin Rnrolution (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 19891,

esp. ch. 1, 'The concept of ons sent."
'The Puh.lev debates," in G. E. Aylmer (ed.), Thr Lewllm in thr English Revolution
(Ithaca, NY.~ornellUniversity k,
1975),p. 1W.
la'"Declaration of Independence" (4 July 17761, in P. B. Kurland and R. Lerner
i,--d s . ) . The Foundm' Constilulion, 5 vols. [Chicago:
University of Chicago Press,
lo6

,.
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1987),Vol. I, p. 9.
Thouret, "Pmjet de &laration des dmits de l'homme en sociit6" (17891,in
S.Rials (ed.), IA dkiaration des droils de I'hommc d du citoynt (Paris: Hachette,

greatest ascendancy in England, America, and France alike.lo9In his
Second Treatise of Gmemrnent, Locke wrote: "Men being, as has been
said, by Nature, all free, equal, and independent, no one may be
taken from this Estate and subjected to the Political Power of
another but by his own consent." He further wrote: "And thus that,
which begins and actually constitutes any Political Society, is nothing
but the consent of any number of Freemen capable of a majority to
unite and incorporate themselves into such a Society. And this is
that and that only which did, or could give beginning to any law@!
Government in the W~rld.''''~
Once the source of power and the foundation of political obligation had been located in this way in the consent or will of the
governed, lot and election appeared in a completely new light.
However lot is interpreted, whatever its other properties, it cannot
possibly be perceived as an expression of consent. One can establish,
to be sure, a system in which the people consent to have their
leaders designated by lot. Under such an arrangement, the power of
those selected for office at a particular in time would be ultimately
founded on the consent of the governed. But in this case, legitimation by consent would only be indirect: the legitimacy of any
particular outcome would derive exclusively from the consent to the
procedure of selection. In a system based on lot, even one in which
the people have once agreed to use this method, the persons that
happen to be selected are not put in power through the will of those
over whom they will exercise their authority; they are not put in
power by anyone. Under an elective system, by contrast, the consent
of the people is constantly reiterated. Not only do the people agree
to the selection method - when they decide to use elections - but
they also consent to each particular outcome - when they elect. If
the goal is to found power and political obligation onconsent, then
obviously elections are a much safer method than lot. They select
the persons who shall hold office (just as lot would), but at the same
time they legitimize their power and create in voters a feeling of
'09

For an excellent presentation of the ideas of the Natural Law School, see
R. Derathl {-I. Rousseau et la sciencc politigue de son temps 119501 (Paris: V M ,
1970),pmim, esp. pp. 33 ff,, 180 ff.
J. Lodre, 7'he Second Treatise of Gowmmt, ch. VIII,
95, 99, in Locke, Two
Treatiws of G m m m m t , ed. P. Laslett (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1960), p p 330,333 (original emphasis).
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obligation and commitment towards those whom they have aPpointed. There is every reason to believe that it is this view of the
foundation of political legitimacy and obligation that led to the
eclipse of lot and the hiumph of election.
between election and consent was not in f a d a complete
me
novelty at the time representative government was established. Nor
was it the invention of modem natural law theorists to hold that
what obligates all must have been consented to by all. The erpression of consent through election had already proved itself as an
effective way of generating a sense of obligation among the population. The convening of elected representatives for the purpose of
particularly in regard to taxation, had been used
fostering this ,-s
successfully for several centuries. The "Assemblies of Estates" and
the "EstatesCeneral" of the Middle Ages (and the modem period)
were based on this principle. Some historians stress the differences
"Assemblies of Estates" and the representsbetween the
that became the locus of power in the wake of the
tive
t h p a t revolutions. The differences are indeed substantial.
However, they should not obscure the elements of continuity. The
fact is that the English Parliament after the revolutions of 1641 and
1688 was also the descendant of the Parliament of the "ancient
constitutionu - and was seen as such. The American colonies, too,
had experience of elected representative assemblies, and the slogan
of the 1776 revolution ("no taxation without representation") testifiesto the prevalence of the ancient belief that the ~Onveningof
w m t a t i v e s was the only legitimate way to impose
taxation. ~n France, the break may have been more abrupt, nonetheless it was a financial crisis that led the monarchy to convene the
EstatesGeneral, wiving an institution which was known to be
at creating a sense of obligation. Moreover, there are good
grounds for thinking that the electoral techniques employed by
representative governments had their origins in medieval eledions,
both those of "Assemblies of Estates" and those practiced by the
chur& (rather than in the elections of the Roman republic, for
e~am~le)."'
111

~
rrligieuses des techniques a e ~ t ~ r a k s
M O ~ J" ~L, origines
d h w t i v e s modemes," in M e lntmtiarak d'Histoin Politique
n dc Vwrit
~
~
~ ~ ~ ~ j i ~ ~ t~i ~o rni el -l ~l ~u1953,
n
, e pp 143-8, G. de b g d e , N

In the Middle Ages, the use of election went hand in hand with
the invocation of a principle that, according to all evidence, crucially
affected the history of Western institutions. w his was the principle of
Roman origin: ( 2 u d omnes tongit, ab omnibus tracfari et approbari &bet
( " m a t touches all should be considered and approved by all"),
Following the reemergence of Roman law in the twelfth century,
both civil and Canon lawyers spread this principle, though reinterpreting it as applying to public matters, whereas in Rome it
belonged to private law.'12 The principle Q.O.T. was invoked by
Edward I in his writ summoning the English parliament in 1295, but
recent research has shown that by the late thirteenth century the
phrase already had wide currency. The expression was also used by
the French king Philip IV when he summoned the EstatesGeneral in
1302 and by Emperor Frederick I1 when he invited the cities of
Tuscany to send delegates (nuntit] with full
Popes
Honorius In and Innocent 111 likewise made quite frequent use of it,
One should note that the authorities who thus called for the election
of i'~pr'3entativesusually insisted that they be invested with full
Powers (plenipotentiarii) - that is to say, that the electors should
consider themselves bound by the decisions of the elected, whatever
those decisions may be. The involvement of the will and consent of

see e e a l l y
et
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h r ~ u e la fin du Moyen Age (Leuven/Louvain: E. Nauvelaerts, 1956); L. ~ ~ , , l i , , ,
"'Sanior et Major pars'. ~ h r d esur I'6volution des W q u e s dfftorales et
dkfifiatives dans les ordres religieux du V?
au ~
isikles,rT
l in ~
R~~~ ~
~
Historiwc & Dmit Frnnpis et Etranger. 34,1958. pp. 368,397,491-529; A & , ~p.~
Monahan, C o n m t . Coercion and Limit, the Median1 Origins of parlf,,-tmy
Democmcy (King~ton,Ontario: McGillQuens University P~ess,1987); ~ rM i ~ ~
Downing. The Military Rewlufian and Politid Chnngc. Origins of D
and
~
~
~
Autmc~
in Enrl~ModernEurope (Princeton,NJ:Princeton University Press, 1992).
The f0rrnulationof Ulis principle (usually known as "Q.O.T,"for short), found in
h"'wanTs C a of 531 (Cod., 5, 59, 5, 2). became the ~ourcefor medieval
commentatom. such as Gratian, who mentions it in the D~crctum(circa 1140;
Rcretum, 63, ~t c.25). On the original meaning of w ~ . ~ . ~ . see
, v *G. past, ,*A
Roman legal theory of consent, quod omnes tangit in medieval repre-tation;,
in
Wisconsin Law RPvim, ran. 1950, pp. 66-78; Y. Congar, "Quad
tangit, ab
omnibus tractari et approbarj debet" 119581. in Y. Congar, ~ o iancim
t
ds t ~ c t ~ , ~
ecckiales, (London:Variorum 1982), pp. 210-59. On other developments of hs
legal principle. see A. Marongiu, "Q.O.T.,
principe fondamental de la dimmatie
et du cowentement au xIV~"Csikle," in Album Helen Moud Corn, 2 vols.
(Lwven/Louvain: Presses Universitaires de Louvain, 1961), Vol. n, pp. 101-15;
G.Post, "A Romanocanonical maxim. 'Quod omnes tmgit' in Bractonand early
parliaments," in G . Post, Studies in Medieval Legal 'Thought (Princeton,pg: prind o n University Press, 1964), pp. 1-238.
See Monahan, Consen!, Cocrcion and Limit, pp. 100 ff.
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appointments."7 Previously lot had occasionally been employed in
filling episcopal p o ~ i t i o n s ?But
~ ~ it was understood to manifest
God's win. And it was the use of lot as an appeal to divine
providence that Ecclesia Vestra banned. The decretal can be found in
the Libm Extra, under the heading De sortilegiis (Of Sortileges) (Tit.
XXI) among prohibitions of other divinatory practices deemed
superstitious. So, the Church voiced no objections to the purely
secular use of lot, that is, where it was not given supernatural
significance. This interpretation of the Church's prohibition finds
In a detaiIed argument
confirmation in the Summa The~logiae.'~~
(that merits no elaboration here), Thomas Aquinas distinguishes a
number of possible uses of lot: distributive lot (sors divisoria),
consultative lot (sors consultatoria), and divinatory lot (sors divinatoria). The important point is that, according to Aquinas, the
distributive use of lot to assign "possessions, honours, or dignities"
does not constitute a sin. If the outcome of lot is seen as no more
than the product of chance worturn), there is no harm in resorting to
it "except that of possibly acting in vain [nisiforte vitium uanitafis]."
So there is no doubt that the Church was not o p p w d to the use of
lot for assigning offices, provided that no one accorded any
religious significance to the procedure. This explains, in fact, why
the highly Catholic Italian republics continued to use lot after
Ecclesia Vestra without the practice giving rise to any controversy

the governed in the selection of delegates gave to the resolutions of
the representative assemblies a binding force that the decisions of
men selected by lot would not have possessed. Once the delegates
had given their consent to a particular measure or tax, the king,
pope, or emperor could then turn to the people and say: "You
consented to have representatives speak on your behalf; you must
now obey what they have approved." There was in election something like a promise of obedience.
Invoking the Q.O.T. principle did not imply that the consent of
the governed was deemed the sole or principal source of legitimacy
- a basic difference from modem representative assemblies. Rather
it meant that a wish from "above" had to meet with approval from
"below" in order to become a fully legitimate directive that camed
~ b l i ~ a t i o n ?Nor
' ~ did the principle entail any notion of choice
among candidates by the people or proposals by the assembly. It
was rather that the people were beingbasked to give their seal of
approval to what the authorities (civil or ecclesiastical) had proposed. Often that approval took the form of a mere "acclamation." "5 But even in this form, the principle implied, at least in
theory, that approval could be withheld. Repeated use of the Q.O.T.
formula undoubtedly helped to propagate and establish the belief
that the consent of the governed was a source of political legitimacy
and obligation.
At this point, we should open a brief parenthesis. It has been
claimed on occasion that the Church took the lead in bringing
the practice of lot to an end by banning its use in the selection
of bishops and abbots at a time when the procedure was still
It is true that Honorius 111
current in the Italian ~it~-re~ublics."~
&d, by a decretal promulgated in 1223 (Ecclesia Vestra, addressed
to the chapter of Lucca), prohibit the use of lot in ecclesiastical
'I'

'I5

and "desnnding" canceptim of
authority in medieval thought and practice, the basic works remain those of
Walter Ullmann; see in particular hi$ Principles oJ G m m r n t a d Pditics in the
Middlc Ages (London: Methue- 1961).
On the essentiaUy acclamatory nature of elections of representatives in p r e
revolutionary England, see M. KishlaMky, Parliammtary Selection: Social and
Political Choice in h r l y Modem England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,

On the combination of the "ascending"

'la

'I9

Corpus luris Canonici, E. Friedberg edition, 2 vols. flauxhnjtz, 1879-81), Vol. 11,
p. 823 (Libn Exlru, Tit. XXI, cap. HI). I owe this reference to Mr. S w e Howjtz of
Callfomia. an expert in canon law and antique book, with whom I got in touch
via electronic mail on the Internet and whom I should like to thank here. L6o
M 0 u h (in the article referred to in note 116 above) mentiom the existence of the
decretd but without giving either a precise reference or an analysis of its content.
My questions to a number of experts on canon law as well my own research in
the Corpw Iuris Canonici had proved fruitless. Pad Bullen, whom I should also
like to thank, then suggested that 1 put the problem to a grbup of experts on
medieval and canon law who subscribed to the Internet. In this way I was
eventuaUy able to consult the text of the decretal, the precise content of which is
important, as we shall see. Possibly I should also pay homage to the technology
which has today extended the republic of letters to cover the entire planet!
See Jean Gaudemet, "La participation de la communaut6 au choix de ses pasteun
dam I'Eglise latine: esquisse historique," in J. Gaudemet, La socG!i eccl&iastique
dans I'@cden! m i d h i (London: Variorum, 1980), ch. 8. Gaudemet indita- that
in 599 the Council of hcelona decided, "among the two or three candidats that
the clergy and the people have c h m by agreement," the bishop might be
appointed by lot (InsoePUmlksiastiqu, pp. 319-20).
momas Aquinas, Summa Theoiogiae, lla IYae, qu. 95, art. 8, I. Again, my thanks to
Paul Bullen for drawing this passage to my attention.
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with the ecclesiastical authorities. If the medieval Church contributed to the decline in the political use of lot, it was purely in so far
as it propagated the principle of consent, not because it prohibited
the assignment of "dignities" by lot.
The seventeenth- and eighteenth-century authom familiar with
the history of republics realized Ulat the appointment of representatives by election owed more to feudal than to republican tradition.
On this point too, Harrington, Montesquieu, and Rousseau were in
agreement. Commenting on the use of lot to choose the prerogative
century in Rome, Harrington wrote: "But the Gothic prudence, in
the policy of the third state [stage of history], runs altogether upon
the collection of a representative by the suffrage of the people
[election]."'2o Harrington, for all his republicanism, preferred election to lot (as we have seen). Thus, election was probably the only
principle of "Gothic prudence" to be retained in a scheme whofly
oriented towards reviving the principles of "Ancient prudence."
Montesquieu's famous phrase about the origins of the English
government points in the same direction: 'This marveUous system
was found in the woods" - the woods of G m n i a , that is, which
had also given bitth to "Gothic" customs and the feudal system.'21
Finally, it would be wrong to read only invective in the well-known
passage of the Socinl Confract: "The idea of representatives is
modem: it comes to us from feudal government, from that iniquitous and absurd government in which the human race is degraded
and the name of man dishonoured. In the old republics, and even in
monarchies, the people never had representatives."'" m e expression, the "name of man," refers, with impressive ifimplicit historical
accuracy, to the feudal oath by which the vassal made himself his
lord's "man" by pledging allegiance to him. For Ro-au,
it was a

lZ'
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Harrington, TfzePmogalivc of Popular 12wemmt,p. 477 (original emphasis).
Montwquieu, Spirit ofthe h,
Book M,ch. 6.A passage in the Pm& confirms
that Mantesquieu saw a dose link between the laws of England and the Gothic
system: "Regarding what Mr. Yorke told me about a foreigner being unable to
understand a single word in Lord Cook and in Uttleton, I told him I had
observed that, as regards the feudal laws and the a ~ e n laws
t
of England, it
would not be very hard for me to understand them, any more than those of all
other nations, because since all the laws of Europe are Gothic they all had the
same origin and were of the same nahue" ( P d 1645, in O c u m c o m p i ~ c s3,
vols. (Paris: Nagel, 1950), Vol. 11, p. 481).
Social Catmcl, Book In, ch.15.
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dishonor to the human race to associate its name to an act of
subordination.
At the time when representative government was established,
medieval tradition and modem natural right theories converged to
make the consent and will of the governed the sole source of
political legitimacy and obligation. In such a situation, election
suggested itself as the obvious method for confening power. At the
same time, however, the question of legitimacy very much obscured
(or at least relegated to the background) the problem of distributive
justice in the allocation of political functions. Henceforth, it no
longer mattered whether public offices were dishibuted equally
among citizens. It was much more important that those who held
office did so through the consent of the rest. It was the manner in
which power was distributed that made the outcome acceptable,
whatever it was. To be sure, the concern for distributive justice in
the allocation of offices had not entirely disappeared. But election a s
a method for confening power was seen as substantially fairer and
more egalitarian than the principle that had been in place, namely,
that of heredity. Compared to the gap that separated election and
heredity, the difference between the dishibutive effects of the two
non-hereditary procedures (lot and election) appeared negligible.
Since in other respects the notion of legitimacy gave clear preference
to one of the two non-hereditary methods, it is understa.ndable that
even the most egalitarian rwolutionaries never seriously contemplated introducing lot. The difference between the respective distributive effects of lot and election was something that educated
leaders, whether conservative or radical, were certainly aware of.
Yet it failed to arouse controversy because conservatives were
(secretly or not so secretly) quite happy about it, and radicals were
t w attached to the principle of consent to defend lot.
Admittedly, external circumstances also helped relegate to the
background the problem of distributive justice in the allocation of
offices. In the large states of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the sheer ratio between the number of offices to be filled and
the size of the citizen body effectively meant that, whatever the
method of selection, any given citizen had only a minute chance of
attaining those positions. The fact remains, however, that if Aristot]?, Guicciardini, or Montesquieu were right, lot would have
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distributed equally that minute probability, whereas election did so
unequally. One can also argue that, this probability being so low,
the distribution of offices became a less pressing and politically
urgent problem, since the stakes were smaller than in f2th-centw-y
Athens or fifteenth-century Florence, even assuming that the value
placed on office-holding was the same in each case. It is certainly
hue that from the standpoint of an individual eighteenth-century
citizen, it did not much matter whether his odds were slightly
higher or slightly lower than those of his fellow-citizens (since in
any case they were quite small). It does not follow, however, that
the difference in the distribution of offices achieved by one or the
other of the two procedures was inconsequential. It is not, for
example, a matter of indifference that a governing assembly contains more lawyers than farmers, even if it is a matter of relative
indifference to each individual farmer e a t a lawyer should have
more chance than himself of entering assembly.
Whatever the respective roles that circumstance and belief may
have played, when representative government was established,
concern for equality in the allocation of offices had been relegated to
the background. Here lies the solution to the paradox, noted earlier,
of a method known for distributing offices less equally than lot
(election) prevailing without debates or qualifications, at the
moment political equality among citizens was being declared. By
the time representative government arose, the kind of political
equality that was at center stage was the equal right to consent to
power, and not - or much less so - an equal chance to hold office.
This means that a new conception of citizenship had emerged:
citizens were now viewed primarily as the source of political
iegitimacy, rather than as persons who might desire to hold office
themselves.
Noting this change opens up a new perspective on the nature of
representative government. Two hundred years after modem political representation was established, viewing citizens as the source
of power and as the assigners of office appears today as the natural
way of envisioning citizenship. Not only do we share the viewpoint
that prevailed at the end of the eighteenth century, but we are no
longer aware that we are thereby giving precedence to a particular
conception of citizenship over another. We have almost completely

forgotten that, even under conditions where it is not possible for
everyone to participate in government, citizens can also be seen as
desirous of reaching office. We do not even think, therefore, of
inquiring into how offices, seen as scarce goods, are distributed
among citizens by representative institutions. The history of the
triumph of election suggests that by doing so we would deepen our
comprehension of representative government.
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seen as a "filtration of democracy,"" deserves particular mention
because it was retained throughout the revolution.

low tax qualification was in force for state elections.26 Gouverneur
Morris, for example, asked for a property qualification that would
have restricted electoral rights to freeholders. His argument was
that propertyless people would be particularly susceptible to corruption by the wealthy and would become instruments in their
hands. He presented his motion as a guard against "arist~cracy,"~'
and on this point, he won the support of Madison. "Viewing the
matter on its merits alone," Madison argued, "the freeholders of the
Counhy would be the safest depositories of Republican liberty." As
a matter of principle, then,Madison favored the introduction of a
freehold qualification. But at the same time he feared popular
opposition to such a measure. "Whether the Constitutional qualification ought to be a freehold, would with him depend much on the
probable reception such a change would meet with in States where
the right was now exercised by every description of pe~ple."~'
Madison's speech reveals a certain hesitation and, on the basis of the
Records, it seems that in the end he advocated a property qualification, but not in the form of landed property. In any case, neither
Moms nor Madison carried the day, and the general tenor of the
speeches pronounced on that occasion shows that a majority of
delegates opposed any restrictions other than those applied by the
states. The principal argument seems to have been that the people
were strongly attached to the right of suffrage and would not

T H E U N I T E D STATES

Philadelphia
In regard to the franchise, the Philadelphia Convention took a
position similar to that of the French in opting b r the most open of
the solutions considered. The clause of the Constitution alluded to
earlier stipulating that "the electors in each state shall have the
qualifications requisite for electors of the most numerous Branch of
the State Legislature" (Art. I, Sec. 2, cl. I), applied only to elections
to the House of Representatives. For under the draft Constitution of
1787, senators were to be chosen by the legislatures of the different
states (Art. I, Sec. 3, cl. 1)and the President was to be chosen by an
"electoral college" appointed by the state legislatures (Art. 11, Sec. 1,
cl. 2). The Presidency and the Senate thus did not require any
further decisions concerning the franchise. The most significant
debates regarding elections and how they affected the nature of
representation focused on elections to the lower chamber. It should
also be borne in mind that state franchise qualifications were set by
the different state constitutions. The federal clause therefore did not
amount to leaving regulation of the franchise to the individual state
legislatures.
The members of the Philadelphia Convention were fully aware
that in some states there were significant franchise restrictions,
which meant, in turn, restrictions in the election of federal representatives. However, the decision that the Convention eventually
reached needs to be placed in context: it was in fact the most open
or, as James Wilson said in the Pennsylvania ratification debate, the
most "generod' of the options discwed in Philadephia. For there
was also among the delegates a current in favor of a federal property
qualification for congressional electors, which would have narrowed
the franchise in some states (such as Pennsylvania), where only a
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The radical Pennsylvania constitution of 1776 had abolished the former property
qualification for state elections and extended the right of suffrage to all taxpaying
adult freemen who had resided one year in their constituencies, which amounted
to a large franchise (small tradesmen, independent artisans, and mechanics could
vote). In V i a , by mnhast, the right of suffrage was reserved to freeholders,
which of course excluded independent artisans and mechanics. The constitution of
Massachusetts, to mention another example, had set up a whole hierarchy of
pmperty qualifications. but its actual effect was a fairly large franchise (two out of
three, or three out of four adult males were enfranchised). Sek on this, Pole,
Politid Repmenlation, pp. 272,295,206.
The Records of the Fedml Conomtion of 1787, ed. M . Farrand [1911], 4 vols. (New
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1966). Vol. 11, pp. 202-3. In what follows,
references to the Fanand edition will be given as: Records, followed by volume
and page numbers.
Records, Vol. 11, pp. 2034.It should be noted that, when Madison prepared his
notes on the Federalconvention for publication (probably in 1821), he revised the
speech on the franchise that he had delivered in Philadelphia on August 7, 1787,
exptining that his viewpoint had since changed. The foregoing quotations are
taken from the original speech. The revised vemion of 1821, generally known by
the title "Notes on the right of suffrage," is an extremely important document to
which we shall be returning.
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"readily subscribe to the national constitution, if it should subject
them to be di~franchised."~~
But no one in Philadelphia proposed
that the federal franchise be wider than those of the individual states.
Clearly, then, the Convention opted for the widest version of the
electoral franchise under consideration at the time.
Turning now to the qualifications for representatives, which are
more important for our purposes, we find the following clause in
the Constitution: "No Person shall be a Representative who shall
not have attained the Age of twenty-five Years, and been seven
Years a Citizen of the United States, and who shall not, when
elected, be an Inhabitant of that State in which he shall be chosen"
(Art. I, Sec. 2, cl. 2). These requirements are obviously not very
stringent and contain no trace of what I have called the principle of
distinction. A more egalitarian culture and a more homogeneous
population on this side of the ocean perhaps gave representative
government a different character from the one in the Old World,
marked as it was by centuries of hierarchical organization.
However, a close reading of the Records shows that behhd the
closed doors of the Convention the debates on the qualifications for
representatives were actually very complex.
On July 26, 1787, George Mason proposed a motion asking that
the Committee of Detail (the body that prepared the work of
plenary sessions) be instructed to devise a clause "requiring certain
qualifications of landed property and citizenship in members of the
legislature and disqualifying persons having unsettled accounts
with or being indebted to the US."^ During the debate, Mason
cited the example we discussed earlier (see p. 97) of the parliamentary qualifications adopted in England in the reign of Queen Anne,
"which [he said] had met with universal approbation."31 Morris
replied that he preferred qualifications for the right of suffrage.
Madison suggested deleting the word "landed" from Mason's
motion, pointing out that "landed possessions were no certain
evidence of real wealth" and further arguing that commercial and
manufacturing interests should also have an "opportunity of
making their rights be felt and understood in the public Councils";

landed property should not be granted any special treatment.32
Madison's motion was adopted by an overwhelming majority of
ten to one.33The Committee of Detail was therefore asked to draft a
clause laying down an unspecified property qualification for
representatives.
Discussion within the Convention thus focused purely on the type
of property that ought to be required for representatives. This
hesitation aside, all the delegates apparently agreed that a property
qualification of one sort or another was proper. Whereas the
Convention had opted -for the most liberal course regarding the
electors, it clearly leaned in the opposite direction with respect to the
elected. Two main arguments were advanced. First, it seemed of the
greatest importance to guarantee that representatives had sufficient
economic independence to be immune to all corruptive influences,
especially that of the executive branch. The weight of this concern (to
protect the independence of the Legislature in relation to the executive) is also reflected in the clause forbidding senators and representatives from holding federal office during their term (Art. 1, Sec. 6, cl.
2). This latter clause was obviously devised to guard against a "place
system" along English lines, which was so odious to eighteenthcentury republicans. More generally, the idea that economic independence offered one of the best guarantees against corruption was
a central tenet of republican thought, and hence the views of the
Philadelphia delegates were in keeping with a wider trend of
In the second place, a property qualification for representatives appeared justified since the right of property was seen by all
delegates as one of the most important rights, and its protection a
principal object of government. It therefore seemed necessary to take
speclhc precautions to ensure that representatives would particularly take to heart the rights and interests of property: In any case,
whether property was regarded as a bulwark of republican freedom
or as a fundamental right, the federal Convention felt that representatives should be property owners, and consequently of higher social
rank than those who elected them, since no such qualification was
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l?re formulation is Oliver Ellsworth's (Records, Vol. 11, p. 201), but it sums up the
general tone of a number of s eeches.
Records, Vol. lI, p. 122.
Rrcords, Vol. 11. p. 121.
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Records, Vol. 11, pp. 123-4.
In the Records, vote. are counted by state. Ten "Ayes" and one "No" mean that
ten delegations voted in favor and one against.
See I. G . A. Pocock, The Machiawllinn Moment, (Princeton,v :Princeton University
Press, 1975). passim.
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required for the right of suffrage. Thus it appears that the principle
of distinction was present in Philadelphia too. The question is: why
was it not translated into a constitutional provision?
k t us return to the debates to seek an answer. A few weeks
later, the Committee of Detail submitted the following clause to the
plenary assembly: "The Legislature of the United States shall have
authority to establish such uniform qualifications of the members
of each House, with regard to property, as to the said Legislature
shall seem expedient." 35 The Committee (as explained by two of its
members, Rutledge and Ellsworth) had been unable to agree on
any precise property requirement, and had decided consequently to
leave the matter for future legislatures to settle. Two obstacles
prevented the Committee from reaching agreement. First, as Rutledge stated, the members of the Committee had been "embarrassed by the danger on one side of displeasing the people by
making them [the qualifications] high, ~d on the other of ren&ring them nugatory by making them low." Second, according to
~ b ~ ~"the
~ different
t h , circumstances of different parts of the US
and the probable difference between the present and future circumstances of the whole, render it improper to have either uniform or
fixed qualifications. Make them so high as to be weful in the
southem States, and they will be inapplicable to the Eastern States.
suit them to the latter, and they will serve no purpose in the
The proposed clause may have solved the internal
problems of the Committee of Detail, but in plenary session it
encountered a major objection: leaving the matter to legislative
discretion was extremely dangerous, since the very nature of the
political system could be radically altered by simple manipulation
of those conditions.37 W i o n , albeit a member of the Committee.
also pointed out that "a uniform rule would probably be never
fixed by the legislature," and consequently moved "to let the
session go out."= The vote was taken immediately after Wilson's

intervention, and the Committee's proposal was rejected by seven
to three. The Constitution would include no property qualification
for representatives.
~N.s
episode shows that the absence of property qualifications in
the 1787 constitution was not due to reasons of principte, but of
expediency. The delegates did favor the principIe of a property
qualification, but they simply could not agree on any uniform
threshold that would yield the desired result in both the northern
and southern states, in both the undeveloped agrarian states of the
west and in the wealthier mercantiie states of the east. Thus the
absence of any property requirements for representatives in the
Constitution, which strihgly departs from the English and French
Pattern, must be seen as a largely unintentional result. Admittedly,
when casting their last vote, the delegates were, in all likelihood,
~onsciousthat they were abandoning the very principle of property
qualifications, and thus the result was not strictly speaking unintentional. It is clear, nevertheless, that the delegates had been led by
external circumstances to make a final vote that was different from
(and indeed contrary to) their initial and explicit intention. Furthermore, there is no evidence that they had changed their minds on the
point of principle in the meantime. One is tempted to say that the
exceptionally egalitarian character of representation in the United
States owes more to geography than to philosophy.
The members of the Philadelphia Convention made G o hrther
decisions regarding eledions. The House of Representatives was to
be elected every two years, a term short enough to secure proper
dependence on their electors. Paramount was the fear of long
parliaments which, on the basis of the English experience, were seen
as the hallmark of tyranny. Some delegates argued for annual
elebions, but by and large the agreement on a t w ~ - ~ &term
a r was
reached without much difficulty. The Convention also resolved that:
'The number of Representatives shall not exceed one for every
thirty thousand [inhabitants], but each State shall have at least one
Representative" (Art. I, Sec. 2, cl. 3). It was decided that the House
would comprise sixty-five members until the first census was taken.
The ratio between electors and elected was set with a view to
keeping the size of the House within manageable limits, even when
the expected (and hoped for) increase in the population would
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Records,VOI.11, Report of the Committee ofDetail,p. 165.The Committee of Detail
Mmisted of Gotham, Ellsworth, Wilson, Randolph and Rutledge: see J. H,
~
~ ~ ~ ~t ~ to
l ~Max
~ m~amnd's
~m t ~ he ~ p ,c a d sof the Federal Conemtion of 1787
(NewHaven,CT:Yale Univmity h,
1987), pp. m-6.
Record$, Vol. 11, p. 249;original emphasis.
fie ~bjfftio"was advanced by Madison, RKotds, Vol. 11. pp. 249-50.
R ~ C O Y ~ S , VOI.11, p. 251; my emphasis.
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occur. A vast majority of the delegates were determined to avoid the

"confusion" of large assemblies. The Committee of Detail had
initially proposed a ratio of one representative for every 40,000
eligible voters?' Some delegates, most notably Mason, Gerry, and
Randolph, objected to the small size of the representative assembly." But on the whole it seems that this question did not
provoke a major debate in the Convention, as Gerry himself was to
admit in his ~orres~ondence.4~
The delegates were apparently more
with the relative weights of the individual states in future
federal legislatures than with the ratio between electors and
elected?'
The ratification debate
Whereas the question of the size of the House of Representatives did
not give rise to significant arguments at the Philadelphia Convention, it turned out to be a major point of contention in the ratification
debates. Indeed, as Kurland and Lemer note, in the matter of
representation, "eclipsing all [other] controversies and concerns was
the issue of an adequate representation as expressed in the size of
the proposed House of Repre~entatives."~
The question of the size
of the representative assembly (whichin some ways was a technical
problem of the optimal number for proper deliberation) assumed
Vol. 1, p. 526.
" &cords,
Records, Vol. I, p. 569 (Masonand Gerry);
Vol. 11, p. 563 (Randolph).
Elbridge Gerry to the Vice President of the Convention of hhssachusetts Uanuary
21,1788),in &cords, Vol. m, p. 265.
" I entirely leave out here the debate on the basis for representation and the question
of the apportionmentof seats, although both figured prominently in the debates of
the Convention. The debate about the basis for rep-ratim
had far-re&g
implications, for it entailed a decision on what was to be represented. The major
question in this respect was: should the apportionment of seats (and hence
rep-tation)
be based on pmpnty or p e r m ? As 1. R. Pole has &own in detail,
the final decision to base the apportiment of seats primarily on numbers (wen
allowing for the "federal ratio" according to which a slave, considered a fonn of
pyperty! was to be counted as hrefifths of a perm) "gave a possibly
m t e n h d but nevetthelese unmistakable impetus to the idea of political
democracy" (Political Reptesmtntim, p. 365). Those who advocated a specific or
separate representation of property were thus ultimately defeated. lhis aspect of
the debate, however, has been studied by Pole with all desirable clarity and
persuasiveness. His conclusionsare presupposed in the present chapter.
P. 6. Kurland and R. Iamer (eds.), The Foundm' Constitution, 5 vols. (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press,1987). Vol. I, p. 386,"lnboductory note."
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enormous political importance; it involved the relationship between
representatives and represented, that is, the very core of the notion
of representation. The argument revolved almost exclusively
around the consequences of the ratio between elected and electors.
Neither the extension of the franchise nor the legal qualifications for
representatives was in question, since the Anti-Federalists (those
who rejected the plan prepared in Philadelphia) had no objection to
the former, and the Constitution did not contain any of the latter.
Another point deserves to be stressed: the debate opposed two
conceptions of representation. The Anti-Federalists accepted the
need for representation: they were not "democrats" in the eighteenth-century sense of the term, as they did not advocate direct
government by the assembled people. This has rightly been emphasized in a recent essay by Terence ~ a 1 1 . ~ ~
The principal objection that the Anti-Federalists raised against the
Constitution was that the proposed ratio between elected and
electors was too small to allow the proper likeness. The concepts of
"likeness," "resemblance," "closeness," and the idea that representation should be a "true picture" of the people constantly keep
recurring in the writings and speeches of the Anti-Federali~ts.~~
Terence Ball's analysis of the two conceptions of representation
that were in conflict in the ratification debates is not entirely
satisfactory. Using categories developed by Hanna Pitkin, Ball
characterizes the Anti-Federalist view of representa~on as the
"mandate theory," according to which the task of the representative
is "to mirror the views of those whom he represents" and "to share
their attitudes and feelings." By contrast, Ball claims, the Federalists
saw representation as the "independent" activity of "a trustee who
must make his own judgements concerning his constituents' interests and how they might best be ~ e r v e d . "Clearly,
~
the AntiFederalists thought that representatives ought to share the circum-

T.BaU, "A Republic - If you can keep it," in T.Ball and J. P o m k (eds.), Conceptual
Change md the Constitution (Lawrem: University Press of Kansas, 1987),

" OII
the importance of this notion of "likeness" among the Anti-Federalists, see
H.J. Storing (ed.), ntr Complete Anti-Federalist, 7 vols. (Chicago: University of
'6

Chicago Press, 1981), Vol. I, WfuftfkAnti-Fedemlists werefor?, p. 17.
Ball, "A Republic - If you can keep it." p. 145. m e work to which Ball refers is H.
Pitkin, ntr Concept of Representation (Berkeley: University of California Press,
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stances, attitudes, and feelings of those whom they represented. lt is
also true that this concern was virtually absent from Federalist
thinking. However, the focus of the debate was not exactly, as is
implied by the contrast between "independence" and "mandate,"
the freedom of action of the representatives with regard to the
wishes of their constituents. The charge that the Anti-Federalists
repeatedly leveled was not that under the proposed Constitution
representatives would faiI to a d as instructed, but that they would
not be like those who elected them. The two questions are obviously
not unrelated, but they are not the same. The ratification debate did
not turn on the problem of mandates and instructions, but on the
issue of similarity between electors and elected.
Brutus, for example, wrote:

speeches." Certainly the Anti-Federalists did not form an intellectually homogeneous current. However, although some were conservative, others radical, they were virtually unanimous in their
demand that representatives resemble those they represented.
The idea that political representation should be conceived as a
reflection or picture, the main virtue of which should be resemblance to the original, had found in the first years of independence
one of its most influential expressions in John Adams's Thoughts on
Government. And although Adams did not participate in theionstitutional debate of 1787, his influence on Anti-Federalist thinking can
hardly be doubted. "The principal difficulty lies," Adams had
written in 1776, "and the greatest care should be employed in
constituting this representative assembly. [In the preceding passage,
~ d a m s ' h a dshown the need for representation in large states.] It
should be in miniature an exact portrait of the people at large. It
should think, feel, reason and act like them."50 To use Hanna
Pitkin's categories, one could say that the Anti-Federalists were
defending a "descriptive" conception,of representation. In such a
view, the aim is for the assembly, as the people in miniature, to act
as the people themselves would have acted, had they been assembled. In this sense, the objectives of the "descriptive" view and
of the "mandate" theory of representation are the same. However,
in the latter case, identity between the will of the representatives
and the will of the people is secured through formal legal provisions
(instructions or imperative mandates); while the "descriptive" conception supposes that the representatives will spontaneously do as
the people would have done since they are a reflection of the people,
share the circumstances of their constituents, and are close to them
in both the metaphorical and spatial senses of the term.
When Anti-Federalists spoke of "likeness" or "cl&eness," they
meant it primarily in a social sense. Opponents of the Constitution
claimed that several classes of the population would not be properly
. .
represented, because none of their number would sit in the
assembly. Samuel Chase wrote:

The very term representative, implies, that the person or body chosen
for this purpose, should resemble those who appoint them - a
representation of the people of America, if St be a true one, must be
like the people .. .They are the sign - the people are the thing signified
... It must then have been intended that those who are placed instead
of the people, should possess their sentiments and feelings, and be
governed by their interests, or in other words, should bear the
strongest resembhnce of those in whose room they are substituted.It is
obvious that for an assembly to be a true likeness of the people of any
country, they must be considerably numern~s.~'

For his part, Melancton Smith, Hamilton's chief adversary at the
New York ratification convention, declared in a speech on the
proposed House of Representatives: 'The idea that naturally
suggests itself to our minds, when we speak of representatives, is
that they resemble those they represent; they should be a true
picture of the people: possess the knowledge of their circumstances
and their wants; sympathize in all their distresses, and be disposed
to seek their hue interests."" The tireless insistence on the need
for identity or resemblance between electors and elected is among
the most striking features of Anti-Federalist pamphlets and
a7

Brutus, Essay UI, in Storing (ed.1, The Catpklr Anti-Federalist, Vol. U, 9, 42; my
emphasis. Hereafter references to Anti-Weraliit writings and speeches will be
given as: Storing, followed by the tluee numbers employed by the editor, the
mman numeral denoting the volume.
Melandon Smith, "Speech at the New York ratification convention" (June20,
1788), Storing, VI, 12,15.
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See f i e Federal Farmer, Letter 11, Storing, 11,8, 15; Minority of the Convention of
Pennsylvania, Storing, 111, 11, 35; Samuel Chase, Fragment 5, Storing, V, 3, 20;

Impartial Examiner, 111, Storing, V, 14, &30.
J. Adams, 7loughts on G w m m e n t [1776],in C. F. Adams (ed.), The Life and Work
offohn Adams, 10 vols. (Boston: Little Brown, 1 8 5 0 4 ) . Vol. IV, p. 195.
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It is impossible for a few men to be acquainted with the sentiments
and interests of the US, which contains many different classes or
orders of people - merchants, fanners, pIanters, mechanics and gentry
or wealthy men. To form a proper and hue representation each order
ought to have an opportunity of choosing from each a person as their
representative . . . Only but.. . few of the merchants and those only of
the opulent and ambitious will stand any chance. 'Ihe great body of
planters and farmers cannot expect any of their order - the station is
too elevated for them to aspire to - the distance between the people
and their representatives will be so great that there is no probability
of a farmer or planter being chosen. Mechanics of every branch will
be excluded by a general voice from a seat - only the why, the rich,
the well born will be e~ected.~'

iority conferred by wealth, status, or even talent. Those enjoying
these various superionties composed what they called "the natural
aristocracy" - "natural" here being opposed to legal or institutional.
As Melandon Smith put it in the New York ratification debate:

Given the diversity of the population of America, only a large
assembly could have met the requirements of an "adequate"
representation. In a truly representative assembly, Brutus noted,
"the farmer, merchant, mechanick and other various orders of
people, ought to be represented according ti, their respective weight
and numbers; and the representatives ought to be intimately
acquainted with the wants, understand the interests of the several
orders in the society, and feel a proper sense and becoming zeal to
promote their prosperity." 52 The Anti-Federalists did not demand,
however, that all classes without exception have members sitting in
the assembly. They wished only that the main components of
society be represented, with a special emphasis on the middling
ranks (freeholders, independent artisans, and small tradesmen).
They had no doubt, however, that representation as provided for
in the Constitution would be skewed in favor of the most prosperous and prominent classes. This was one of the reasons why they
denounced the "aristocratic" tendency of the Constitution (another
focus of their fear of "aristocracy" being the substantial powers
granted to the Senate). When the Anti-Federalists spoke of "aristocracy," they did not mean, of course, hereditary nobility. Nobody
ever questioned that America would and should be without a
nobility, and the Constitution explicitly prohibited the granting of
titles of nobility (Art. I, Sec. 9, cl. 9). What the Anti-Federalists
envisioned was not legally defined privilege, but the social super-
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Samuel Chase, Fragment 5, Sloring, V, 3,20.
Brutus, Essay 111, Storing, 11.9.42.

I am convinced that this government is so constituted, that the
represmtatives will generally be composed of the first class of the
community, which I shall distinguish by the name of natural aristocracy of the country .. . 1 shall be asked what is meant by the natural
aristocracy - and told that no such distinction of classes of men exists
among us.It is true that it is our singular felicity that we have no legal
or hereditary distinction of this kind; but still there are real differences. Bvery society naturally divides itself into classes. The author of
nature has bestowed on some greater capacities than on others birth, education, talents and wealth create distinctions among men as
visible and of as much influence as titles, stars and garters. In every
society, men of this class will command a superior degree of respect and if the government is so constituted as to admit but a few to
exercise the powers of it, it will, according to the natural course of thrngs,
be in their handss3
For his part, Brutus noted:
According to the common course of human afiairs, the natural aristocracy
of the country will be elected. Wealth always creates influence, and
this is generally much increased by large family connections . . . It is
probable that but few of the merchants, and those of the most opulent
and ambitious, will have a representation of their body - few of them
are characters sufficiently conspicuous to attract the notice of electors
of the state in so limited a representation.
As the Pennsylvania Minority stressed: "Men of the most elevated
rank in life, will alone be chosen."55 The Anti-Federalists were not
radical egalitarians, denouncing the existence of social, economic, or
personal inequalities. In their view, such inequalities forined part of
the natural order of things. Nor did they object to the natural
53
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Melancton Smith, speech of June20, 1788, Storing, VI, 12, 16; my emphasis. It is
noteworthy that Smith places talenb, birth, and wealth on the same footing.This
is not the place to embark on the philosophical debates that such categorization
might raise, but it is worth highlighting.
Brutus, Essay lII, Sta'ng, 11, 9, 42; my emphasis. On the notion that only the
"natural aristocracy"would be elected, see ako The Federal Farmer, Letter IX,
Storing, 11.8. 113.
The Address and Reasons of Dissent of the Minority of the Convention of
Pennsylvania to Their Constituents, Storing, III,11,35.
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aristocracy playing a specific political role. But they did not want it
to monopolize power.
The Anti-Federalists did not develop a detailed explanation, let
alone a clear and simple one, that could be successfully used in
public debate, regarding why only the rich and the prominent
would be elected. Their ideas had rather the form of profound but
incompletely articulated intuitions. The larger the electorai districts,
they claimed, the greater the influence of wealth would be. In small
settings, common people could be elected, but in large ones a
successful candidate would have to be particularly conspicuous and
prominent. Neither proposition was self-evident, but the opponents
of the Constitution were unable to explain them any further. Thii
lack of articulation explains in part the weakness of their case when
confronted with the clear and compelling logic of the Federalists.
The Anti-Federalists were fuHy aware of the argumentative strength
of their adversaries' case. And in the q d they fell back on the
simple but rather short assertion that the Federalists were deceiving
the people. In a statement that captures both the core of the AntiFederalist position and its argumentative weakness, the Federal
Farmer wrote:
the people may be electors, if the representation be so formed as to
give one or more of the natural classes of men in the society an undue
ascendancy over the others, it is imperfect; the fonner will gradually
become masters, and the latter slaves .. . It is deceiving the people to
tell them they are electors, and can choose their Legislators, if they
cannot in the nature of things, chow men among themselves, and
genuinely like t h n n s e l ~ 5 . ~ ~
The accusatory tone and rhetorical exaggeration could not mask the
lack of substantial argument. The Anti-Federalists were deeply
convinced that representatives would not be like their electors, but
they were unable to explain in simple terms the enigmatic "nature
of things" or "common course of human affairs" that would lead to
this result.
Such a position lay entirely vulnerable to Madison's lightning
retort. We are told, Madison declared in an equally rhetorical
passage, that the House of Representatives will constitute an
oligarchy, but:
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The Federal Farmer, Letter VII, Stoting, 11, 8.97; my emphasis.

Who are to be the electors of the federal representatives?Not the rich,
more than the poor; not the learned, more than the ignorant; not the
haughty heirs of distinguished names, more than the humble sons of
obscure and unpropitious brtune. The electors are to be the great
body of the people of the United States.. . Who are to be the objects of
popular choice? Every citizen whose merit may recommend h i to
the esteem and confidence of his country. No qualification of wealth,
of birth, or religious faith, or of civil profession is permitted to fetter
the judgement or disappoint the inclination of the people.57
The Anti-FederaIists had no objections to the federal franchise, and
they admitted that there were no property or tax qualifications for
representatives in the Constitution. Thus, they had no effective
counterargument.
After this first defense, the gist of Madison's argument in "Federalist 57" states that the Constitution provides every guarantee that
representatives will not betray the trust of the people. Because
representatives will have been "distinguished by the preference of
their fellow citizens," Madison argues, there are good reasons to
believe that they will actually have the qualities for which they were
chosen and that they will live up to expectations. Moreover, they
will know that they owe their elevation to public office to the
people; this cannot "fail to produce a temporary affection at least to
their constituents." Owing their honor and distinction to the favor
of the people, they will be unlikely to subvert the popular character
of a system that is the basis of their power. More importantly,
frequent elections will constantly remind them of their dependence
on the electorate. Finally, the laws they pass will apply as much to
themselves and their friends as to the society at large."
Given all these guarantees, Madison turns the tables on the Anti57
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Madison, "Fedemlist 57," in A. Hamilton, J. Madison, and J . ' J ~The
~ Federalist
,
Papers [1787-81, ed. C. Rossiter (New York: Penguin, 1961), p. 351. On the
qualifications for election as a representative, see also "Federalist 52." There
Madison recalls the three qualifications laid down in the Constitution (twenty-five
years of age, seven year citizenship in the US, and residence in the state where the

candidate runs for Congress) before adding: 'Under thme reasonable limitations,
the door of this part of the federal government is open to merit of every
decription, whether native or adoptive, whether young or old, and without
regard to poverty or wealth, or to any parlicular profession of religious faith"
(p.326). Hereafter referencesto 71re Fedmafist Pap-rs will indicate only the essay
number and the page in the Rossiter edition.
Madison, "Federalist 57,"pp. 351-2.
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Federalists and indirectly casts suspicion on their attachment to
republican or popular govemment by asking:
What are we to say to the men who profess the most flaming real for
republican govemment, yet boldly impeach the fundamental principle of it [the right of the people to elect those who govern them];
who pretend to be champions for the right and capacity of the people
to choose their own rulers, yet maintain that they will prefer those
only who will immediately and infallibly betray the trust committed
to themi"
Madison implies that these professed republicans in fact harbor
doubts about the right of the people to choose for rulers whom they
please and their ability to judge candidates. Although Madison
stresses to great effect the popular or republican dimension of
representation under the proposed scheme, nowhere in h s argumentation does he claim that the Constitution will secure likeness or
closeness between representatives and represented. He too knows
that it will not.
Madison develops instead an altogether different conception of
what republican representation could and should be:
The aim of every political constitution is, or ought to be, first to obtain
for rulers men who possess most wisdom to discern, and most virtue
to pursue, the common good of the society; and in the next place, to
take the most effectual precautions for keeping them virtuous whilst
they continue to hold their public trust. The elective mode of
obtaining rulers is the characteristic policy of republican govemment.
The means relied on in this form of govemment for preventing their
degeneracy are numerous and varim. The most effectual one is such
a limitation of the term of appointment as will maintain a proper
responsibility to the people.60

In thii characterization of republican govemment, it is worth noting,
there is not the slightest mention of any likeness between representatives and represented. Indeed, representatives should be different
from their constituents, for republican government requires as any
other that power be entrusted to those who possess "most wisdom"
and "most virtue," that is, to persons who are superior to, and
different from, their 'fellow citizens. This is one of the clearest
formulations of the principle of distinction in Federalist thinking,
59

Madison, "Federalist 57," p. 353.

" Madison,"Federalist 57," pp. 350-1

but Madison expresses the same idea on numerous occasions. In the
famous passage of "Federalist 10," in which Madison sets out his
conception of the differences between a democracy and a republic,
he notes first that the defining characteristic of a republic is "the
delegation of the govemment .. . to a small number of citizens
elected by the rest . .. The effect of [which] is, on the one hand, to
refine and enlarge the public views by passing them through the
medium of a chosen body ofcitizens, whose wisdom may best discern
the true mterest of their country and whose patriotism and love of
justice will be least likely to sacrifice it to temporary or partial
considerations." What distinguishes a republic from a democracy,
then, is not merely the existence of a body of representatives, but
also the fact that those representatives form a "chosen body." Like
Guicciardini before him, Madison is clearly playing on two senses of
the term "chosen": the representatives are chosen, in the literal
sense, since they are elected, but they also constitute the "chosen
Few." Thus the complete characterization of the republican mode of
designating rulers is that it leaves it to the people to select through
election the wisest and most virtuous.
Madison's republicanism, however, is not content with providing
for the selection of the wisest and most virtuous; there is no blind
faith m wise and virtuous elites. Representatives should be kept on
the virtuous path by a system of constraints, santions, and rewards.
The "most effectual precaution to keep them virtuous" is'to subject
them to frequent election and reelection. The constant prospect of an
upcoming election, combined with the desire for continuing in
office, will guarantee their proper devotion to the interests of the
people. If, m republican govemment, the selected and select few
serve the common good rather than their own interest, it is not on
account of any resemblance to their constituents, but primarily
because they are held responsible to the people through regular
elections. The Anti-Federalists thought that in order for the representatives to serve the people, the former had to be "like" the latter.
Madison responds that representatives may well be different from
the people, indeed they ought to be different. They wilt nonetheless
serve the people because they will be kept duly dependent on them

''

Madison, "Federalist 10," p. 82; my emphasis.
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In his definition of natural aristocracy, Wilson made no mention of
wealth, which made his position easier to defend and rendered his
argument somewhat more common, but not to the point of triviality.
For the argument must be seen in the context of the whole debate
and in the light of the other side's accusations. From this perspective, Wilson's argument, in that it explicitly conceded two points
made by the Anti-Federalists, is significant. First, representatives
would not be like their electors, nor should they be. It was positively
desirable that they be more talented and virtuous. Second, the
representative assembly would consist primarily, if not exclusively,
of the natural aristocracy.
After this defense of natural aristocracy, Wilson stressed how
greatly it differed from aristocracy proper. An "aristocratic govemment," he continued, is a govemment

by institutional means. Recurring elections, and not social likeness
or closeness, are the best guardians of the people's interests. The full
scope of the divergence between the two conceptions of representation is now apparent. The Anti-Federalists did not question the need
for recurring elections, but to them, this was only a necessary
condition for a genuine representation; similarity and proximity
were also required. The Federalists, on the other hand, saw elections
as both a necessary and sufficient condition for good representation.
Faced with the objection that the Constitution was aristocratic, the
Federalists replied by stressing the difference between aristocracy
pure and simple and "natural aristocracy" and by arguing moreover
that there was nothing objectionable in the latter. An example of this
line of argument can be found in the speeches of James Wilson
during the Pennsylvania ratification debate. His defense of the
Constitution on this point is particularly significant, because of all
the Federalist leaders, he was certainly the most democratically
minded. For example, he praised the Constitution for its "democratic" character, something which Madison (much less Hamilton)
would never do. Nevertheless, when confronted with the objection
that the proposed Constitution leaned in the direction of aristocracy,
Wilson was prepared to justify government by a natural aristocracy.

where the supreme power is not retained by the people, but resides in
a select body of men, who either fill up the vacancies that happen, by
their own choice and election, or succeed on the principle of descent,
or by virtue of territorial possession, or some other qualifications that
are not the result of personal properties. When I speak of personal
properties, I mean the qualities of the head and the disposition of the
heart.63
When confronted with the same objection about the aristocratic
character of the Constitution, Hamilton responded first by ridiculing
his adversaries' conception of aristocracy.

I ask now what is meant by a natural aristocracy. I am not at a loss for
the etymological definition of the term; for when we trace it to the
Language from which it is derived, an atistocracy means nothing more
or less than a government of the best men in the community or those
who are recommended by the words of the constitution of Pennsylvania, where it is directed that the representatives should consist of
those most noted for wisdom and virtue. [It should be kept in mind
that the 1776 Pennsylvania constitution was widely seen as one of the
most "democratic" state constitutions; and it constitued anyway a
reference forWilson's audience.]Is there any danger in such representation? I shall never find fault that such characters are employed . ..If
this is meant by natural aristocracy, - and I know no other - can it be
objectionable that men should be employed that ate most noted for
their virtue and talents?62

Why, then, are we told so often of an aristocracy? For my part, I
hardly know the meaning of thisword, as it is applied ... But who are
the aristocracy among us? Where do we find men elevated to a
perpetual rank above their fellow-citizens, and possessing powers
independent of them? The arguments of the gentlemen [the AntiFederalists] only go to prove that there are men who are rich, men
who are poor, some who are wise, and others who are not; that
indeed every distinguished man is an aristocrat .. . This dmription, I
presume to say is ridiculous. The image is a phantom. Does the new
govemment render a rich man more eligible than a poor one? No. It
requires no such qualifi~ation.~
1

J. Wilson, speech of December 4,1787, inJohnEllot (ed.), The W t e s in the Sewrnl
Skate Conventions m the Adoption of the Fedcrul Constitutim as rmmmended by the
General Conwntim at Philadelphia, 5 vols. (New York: Burt Franklin, 1888) Vol. 11,
p p 475-4.

Hamilton came back again and again to the Federalists' favorite
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argument: the people had the right to choose whomever they
pleased as their rulers. But he went even further, acknowledging
that wealth was bound to play an increasingly important part in
elections: "As riches increase and accumulate in a few hands, as
luxury prevails in society, virtue will be in greater degree considered
as only a graceful appendage of wealth, and the tendency of things
will be to depart from the republican standard. This is the real
disposition of human nature: it is what neither the honorable
member [Melancton Smith] nor myself can
And although
Hamilton lamented this ineluctable development, something more
than mere resignation sounded in the following remarks:

Mechanics and manufachwrs will always be inclined, with few
exceptions, to give their votes to merchants in preference to persons of
their own professions or trades. Those discerning citizens are well
aware that the mechanic and manufachlring arts furnish the materials
of mercantile enterprise and industry.. . They know that the merchant
is their natural patron and friend; and they are aware that however
great the confidence they may justly feel in their own good sense,
their interests can be more effectually promoted by the merchants
than by

Look through the rich and the poor of the community, the learned
and the ignorant. Where does virtue predominate? The difference
indeed consists, not in the quantity, but kind, of vices which are
incident to various classes; and here the advantage of character
belongs to the wealthy. Their vices are probably more favorable to the
prosperity of the state than those of the indigent, and partake less of
moral depravity.66

More than any other Federalist, Hamilton was prepared to
advocate openly a certain role for wealth in the selection of
representatives. Rome fascinated him and his paramount objective
was that the young nation become a great power, perhaps an
empire. He saw economic power as the main road to historical
greatness, hence he wished the country to be led by prosperous,
bold, and industrious merchants. At Philadelphia, in his speech
against the plan put forward by the New Jersey delegation, he had
stressed the need for attracting to the govemment "real men of
weight and influence."" In The Federalist he replied to the AntiFederalists that "the idea of an actual representation of all classes of
the people by persons of each class" was "altogether visionary,"
adding: "Unless it were expressly provided in the constitution that
each different occupation should send one or more members, the
thing would never take place in practice."68 Once again, the point
was being conceded to the Anti-Pederalists: the numerical importance of each of the various classes of society would never find
spontaneous reflection in the representative assembly.
"

"

Ibid., p. 257.
Hamilton, speech of June21,1788,p. 256.
ttamilton,"Federalist 35,"p. 214.
Records, Vol. I, p. 299.
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The difference was that Hamilton, unlike the Anti-Federalists,
welcomed this "natural" state of affairs.
Not all Federalists shared Hamilton's point of view on the role of
commerce and wealth, as the debates and conflicts of the next
decade would show. In the 1790s Madison and Hamilton found
themselves in opposing camps: Hamilton, then in office, continued
to stand up for commercial and financial interests and to defend a
strong central power; while Madison joined Jefferson in denouncing
what they took to be the corruption associated with finance and
commerce, as well as the encroachments of the federal government.
The Federalists, however, aU agreed that representatives should not
be like their constituents. Whether the difference was expressed in
terms of wisdom, virtue, talents, or sheer wealth and property, they
all expected and wished the elected to stand higher than those who
elected them.
In the end, though, the Federalists shared the ~nti-~ederalist
intuition that this lund of difference would result from the mere size
of electoral districts (that is, through the ratio between electors and
elected). The advocates of the proposed Constitution did not offer
an explanation of this phenomenon any more than did their
opponents. However, since the Federalists did not usually present it
publicly as one of the Constitution's main merits, their inability to
account for it was less of a problem for them in the debate than for
the Anti-Federalists. The idea, however, occasionally appeared in
Federalist speeches. Wilson, for example, declared:
And I believe the experience of all who had experience, demonstrates
that the larger the district of election, the better the representation. It
is only in remote corners that little demagogues arise. Nothing but

" Hamilton, "Federalist35," p. 214, my emphasis.
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real weight of character can give a man real influence over a large
district. This is remarkably shown in the commonwealth of Maesachuset% The members of the House of Representatives are chosen in
very small districts; and such has been the influence of party cabal,
and little intrigue in them, that a great majority seem inclined to show
very little disapprobation of the conduct of the insurgents in that state
[thepartisans of ~ h a y s l . ~

being more free, will be more likely to center on men who possess the
most attractive merit and the most diffusive and established character~.~~

By contrast, the Governor of Massachusetts was chosen by the
state's whole electorate, a rather large constituency. Clearly, Wilson
went on, when it came to choosing the Governor, the voters of
Massachusetts "only vibrated between the most eminent characters." The allusion to the Shays rebellion of 1786 rendered fairly
transparent the socio-economic dimension of what W i n meant by
"eminent characters" or "real weight of character."" In his speech
of December 11, 1787, Wilson repeated the same. argument (with
only a slightly different emphasis), before arguing that large electoral districts were a protection against both petty demagogues and
parochialism.n
Writing in "Federalist 10," Madison too establishes a connection
between the size of the electorate and the selection of prominent
candidates. Although he is not dealing in this passage with the
electoral ratio and the size of the Chamber, but with the advantage
of extended republics over small ones, he uses an argument similar
to Wilson's: the more numerous the electorate, the more likely the
selection of respectable characters.
As each representative will be chosen by a greater number of citizens
in the large than in the small republic, it will be more difficult for
unworthy candidates to practice with success the vicious arts by
which elections are too often carried; and the suffrages of the people

m
n
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In the "Note to his speech on the right of suffrage" (an elaboration
on the speech he had delivered at the Convention on August 7,
1787), Madison is more explicit about the benefits he expects from
large electoral dishicts. his note reflects on possible solutions to
what he describes at the outset as the major problem raised by the
right of suffrage. "Allow the right exclusively to property, and the
right of persons may be oppressed. The feudal polity alone sufficiently proves it. Extend it equally to all, and the rights of property
or the claims of justice may be overruled by a majority without
property, or interested in measures of injustice." 76 The chief objective in matters of suffrage, therefore, is to guarantee the rights of
both persons and property. Madison considers five potential solutions. The first two are rejected as unfair: a property qualification for
electors in the form of a freehold or of any property; and the election
of one branch of the legislature by property-holders and of the other
branch by the propertyless. Madison dwells at greater length on a
third possibility: reserving the right of electing one branch of the
legislature to freeholders, and admitting all the citizens, including
freeholders, to the right of electing the other branch (which would
give a double vote to freeholders). Madison notes, however, that he
is not wholly clear himself about the effects of this third solution,
and believes that it could be tried. He then moves to a fourth
solution, on which he has apparently more definite views:

"

Should experience or public opinion require an equal and universal
suffrage for each bianch of the government, such as prevails generally
in the US, a resource favorable to the rights of landed and other
property, when its possessors become the minority, may be found in
an enlargement of the election districts for one branch of the legislature, and an extension of its period of service. h r g e districts are
man@stIyjmorable to the election ofpersons ofgeneral respectabili!y, and of
probable attachment to the rights of property, over competitors depending on
the persona! solicitations practicable on a contracted theatre.

I. wi,
speech of December4,1787,in Elliot (ed.),The Debates.. .,Vol. 11, p. 474.
mA
."-.

'fhe Shays rebetlion, which broke out in Massachusetts in 1786, exercised some
intluence on the framing of the Constitutian. It contributed to the animus against
"democracy" that was expressed in Philadelphia. The small fanners of the
western part of the state had revolted against the policy favorable to the seabord
mercantile interests pursued by the legislature in Boston. The legislature had
adopted a policy of hard curmcy and had decided to redeem the public debt,
which had led to an increase in the tax burden. In the legislative elections
following the rebellion, the force of discontent scored great succsse. On the
Shays rebellion,see Pole, Political Repferntation, pp. 22741.
J. Wilson, Speech of December 11, 1787, in J. B. McMaster and F. Stone (eds.),
Penmyhwnia and the FcdvaI Constifuiim (Philadelphia, 1888), p. 395.
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Madison, "Federalist 10," pp 82-3.
rr See above, note 28.
Madison, "Note to the speech on the right of suffrage" (probably
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nL p. 450.
Records, Vol. Ill, p. 454 My emphasis.
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Finally, should wen this solution be found unacceptable, Madison
sees the final bulwark of the rights of property in a combination of
several elements: "the ordinary influence possessed by property and
the superior information incident to its holders," 78 "the popular
sense of justice enlightened and enlarged by a diffusive education,"
and "the difficulty of combining and effeduating unjust purposes
throughout an extensive country." The fourth and fifth solutions are
obviously embodied in the ~ o n s t i t u t i o nRegarding
.~~
the effects of
large electoral districts, Madison no longer speaks (as he did in
"Federalist 10") the language of virtue and wisdom; he states more
bluntly that large size will work in favor of property and wealth.
It would be superficial, however, to portray Madison and the
Federalist leaders in general as hypocritical and shrewd politicians,
who introduced into the Constitution a surreptitious property
qualification (large electoral districts), and who publicly argued, in
order to gain popular approval, that the assembly would be open to
anyone with merit. Conversely, it would be naive to ~OCLISexclusively on the legal side of the situation and to claim that, since there
were no property requirements for representatives in the Constitution, the Federalists were champions of political
The
In The FedmcIist, Madison alludes to the deference impired by property-holders.
In an argument justifying the apportionment of seats based to some extent on

"

"

slave property (the 1 "federal ratio"), M a d i explains that the m l t h of the
individual states m u d be taken into account @lly because the affluent states do
not spontamusly enjoy the benefits of superior intluena confared by wealth. The
sihlation of the states, he argues, is differentin this respect from that of individual
citizens. "If the law allows an opulent dtizen but a single vote in the choice of his
representative, the resped and consequence which he derives from his fortunate
situation very frequently guide the votes of o t h m to obi& of his choice; and
through this impncrptiblc channel the rights of property are conveyed into the
public representation" ("Federalist 54,"p. 339; my emphasis).
The status and date of this Note are not entirely clear. Madison writes at the
beginning that his speech of August 7, 1787, as reported in the Rrmrds of the
Federal Convention, does not "convey the speaker's more full and matured view
of the subject." The mmt plausible interpretation would seem to be that the Note
sets out what Madison Rhospectively (in 1821) regarded as the rationale for the
right of suffrage laid down in 1787, whereas at the time he had been in favor of a
p ~ q u a l i f i c a t i o n as
, , we have seen. It is difficult ta date precisely the change
m hrs opmions which he alludes to. It would seem, in the light of the arguments
contained in "Federalist 10," that by the end of 1787 at the latest he had realized
that l a w electoral districlz would work in favor of property-holders. But he
might have discovered this effect earlier (during the debates in Philadelphia, for
example).
'Ihe "naive" interpretation is manifestly contradicted by the historical documents
and there is no point in d i s i n g it.
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extraordinary force of the Federalist pos~tionstemmed from the fact
that when Madison or Wilson declared that the people could elect
whomever they pleased, they were voicing an incontrovertible
proposition. In this respect, accusing the Federalists of "deceiving
the people" was simply not credible. Defenders of the Constitution
were certainly stating one truth. But there was another truth, too, or
more precisely another idea that both parties held to be true (even ~f
they did not understand exactly why): the people would, as a rule,
freely choose to elect propertied and "respectable" candidates. Both
propositions (and this is the essential point) could be objectively
true at the same time. The first could not then, and cannot now, be
regarded as a mere ideological veil for the second.
One cannot even claim that the size of electoral districts was a
way of offsetting in practice the effects of the absence of formal
qualifications. The Federalists did not rely on two elements of the
Constitution that were equally true (or deemed to be true), in the
belief that the restrictive element (the advantage bestowed on the
natural aristocracy by the size of electoral districts) would cancel the
effects of the more open one (the absence of any property requirement for representatives). Such a claim presupposes that the concrete results of a fonnal qualification would have been strictly
identical to those of large electoral districts (or perceived as such by
those concerned).
It is intuitively apparent that the two provisions werenot equivalent. The general principle that laws and institutions make a
difference and are not merely superficial phenomena has gained
wide acceptance today. Yet neither intuition nor the general principle that law is no mere "formality" is wholly adequate here. It 1s
also necessary to explain precisely why, in the particular case of
parliamentary qualifications, legal requirements would not have
produced effects identical to those that both the Federalists and the
Anti-Federalists expected from the size of electoral districts.
h r g e electoral districts were not strictly equivalent to a formal
property qualification for two main reasons. First, the notion that
they would give an advantage to the natural aristocracy was
premised on a phenomenon that experience seemed generally to
confirm: "experience demonstrates" (as Wilson put it) that in
general only "respectable characters" are elected in large constitu-
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encies, or (to use the language of Brutus) this effect occurs "according to the common course of human affairs." e' The connection
between large districts and the election of the natural aristocracy
thus appeared to obtain mast of the time.A formal property qualification, by contrast, would have been effective always. If the advantage
of the propertied classes is assured by a statistically proven regularity of electoral behavior, the system offers a measure of flexibility:
circumstances may arise where the effect does not obtain, because
an exceptional concern overrides voters' ordinary inclination
toward "conspicuous" candidates. The situation is different if
legislative position is resewed by law to the higher social classes,
because the law is by definition rigid. Obviously, the law can be
changed, either peaceably or by violent means, but the process is
moricomplicated.
There is no justification for regarding as negligible the difference
between what happens always and what occurs only most of the
time. The distinction (which Aristotle developed) between these two
categories is particularly relevant in politics. It is an error, and
indeed a fallcy, to consider, as is often done, that the ultimate truth
of a political phenomenon lies in the form it assumes most of the
time. In reality, the exceptional case is important too, because what
is at stake in politics varies according to circumstances, and the
statistically rare case may be one with historically critical consequences. On the other hand, it is equally fallacious to confer
epistemological privilege on the extreme case, that is, the one which
is both rare and involves high stakes. In politics, ultimate truth is no
more revealed by the exception than by the rule." Crises and
~
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~

One might also recall Hamilton's remark, quoted above: "Mechanics and manufawill & q s be Mined, with /nu exceptimzs, to give heir Votes to
merchants in preference w persons of their own profesbm or trades" (my
emphasis). seeabove n. 69.
m e thought of Carl Sdunitt is one of the most brilliant, systematic, and conscious
developments of the faUacious principle that the exceptional case reveals the
essence of a phenomenon. Sdunitt's analyses of extreme cases are for the most
part penetreling. But Schmict unduly (albeit consciously) extends the conclusions
that can be drawn from the exceptional case to the general character of the
phenomenon under consideration.He writes, fm example: "Preciselya philosophy
of concrete life must not withdraw from the exception and the exweme case, but
must be interested in it to the highest d e p .. . The exception is more interesting
than the rule. The rule proves nothing, the exception pmva everything: it
confirms not ody the rule but also its existence, which derives only from the
exception!' (Politischc Thrologie: V i n Knpitel zur trhre der Solconijnital [1922];

revolutions are certainly important; one can say that they define the
ordinary in that they determine the boundaries between which
ordinary situations take place. But it does not follow that they are
the truth of ordinary politics and furnish the key to understanding
it. In revolutions or crises some factors and mechanisms come into
play that are absent from nonnal situations and, therefore, cannot
serve our understanding of ordinary politics. The most powerhl
political theories are those that make room for both the ordinary
and the extraordinary, white maintaining a distinction between the
two and explaining them differently. Lockers thought offers a
perfect illustration. Most of the time, Locke remarked, people trust
the established government, particularly if they elect it; they are not
easily "got out of their old forms." Only when a "long train of
abuses, prevarications, and artifices, all tending the same way"
unmistakably manifest an intention to betray their trust, do people
rise up, "appeal to heaven," and submit their fate (quite rightly) to
the verdict of battle." It is one of the most notable strengths of the
Second Treatise that neither the trust of the governed in the government nor the possibility of revolution is presented as the truth of
politics.
Returning to the American debate, the conclusion must be that,
even if large electoral districts and legal qualifications for representatives did favor candidates from the higher social classes, the two
cannot be equated. The greater degree of flexibility .offered by
extended constituencies in exceptional cases cannot be dismissed as
insignificant: it is the first reason why the size of electoral districts
did not cancel the effects of the non-restrictive electoral clause in the
Constitution.
Second, if the advantage of certain classes in matters of representation is written into law, abolishing it (or granting it to other
classes) requires a change in the law. That means that a change in
the rules has to be approved by the very people who benefit from
them, since they were elected under the old rules. Such a system,
therefore, amounts to subjecting the demise of a given elite to its
IU

English trans. Polifical Theology. Four Chapters on the Concept of Sovereignty, w m .
G. Schwab, Cambridge, MA: h4IT Press, 1985, p. 15.)
J. Locke, Second T r m t k o f c w e m m t n t , ch. XlX, 55 221, 223,242, in j. Locke, Two
Treatises

Gowmmnt, ed. P. Laslen (Cambridge: Cambridge University Prms,

1960), pp. 414,415,427.
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own approval and consent. If, by contrast, the advantage of a
particular social class results only from the electoral behavior of the
citizens (as with the advantage of the natural aristocracy resulting
from large electoral districts), a simple change in the electorate will
be sufficient to overthrow an elite or alter its composition. In this
case, then, the demise of the elite in power can be achieved without
its approval. This is not to say, however, that the free and deliberate
decision of the electorate is sufficient to achieve such a result. For
the advantage of the higher social classes in large electoral districts,
though a result of the electorate's behavior, actually depends on a
number of factors, only some of which are capable of being
deliberately modified by voters. For instance, the electoral success of
property owners in large districts no doubt owes something to the
constraint of campaign expenses. It may also have to do with social
norms (deference, for example). Such factors are clearly beyond the
reach of the conscious and deliberate deceions of voters; the simple
will of the electorate is not in itself enough to do away with the
advantage of wealth. Deeper changes in socieeconomic circumstances and in political culture are also necessary. Difficult though
they may be, such changes do not require the approval of those
already in power, whereas that approval would be required under a
system of legal qualifications. And there is hardly anything more
difficult than inducing an elite to acquiesce in its own diminution of
power. This typically requires an inordinate amount of external and
indeed violent pressure.
It may be objected that, under a system of legal qualifications, the
law that must be changed in order to remove the advantage of the
privileged classes is usually not ordinary but rather constitutional.
This was certainly the case in the United States. Changing the legal
requirements would thus not have depended simply on the approval of the representatives elected under those conditions. The
argument put forward here retains its validity, however, since the
legislature would have a say in the process of constitutional
revision.
On this second count as well, then, legal requirements for representatives and large electoral distrids do not have strictly identical
effects. The difference is that with a system of large electoral
dishicts, the advantage of wealth could be altered, or possibly even
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abolished, without the consent of the propertied elite. This lent itself
more easily to political change than did the legal conditions that
English and French founders of representative government instituted in their countries.
Thus, the geographical diversity of the American states, which
prevented the Philadelphia delegates from reaching an agreement
on a wealth qualification for representatives led to the invention of a
system in which the distinction of the representative elite was
secured in a more flexible and adaptable manner, than on the other
side of the Atlantic. In America, following the phases of history and
the changes in the social structure of the nation, different elites
would be able to succeed one another in power without major
upheavals. And occasionally, in exceptional times, voters would
even be able to elect ordinary citizens.
We are now in a position to see why the American constitutional
debate sheds light on representative institutions in general, and not
only on American ones. This broader significance results first from
the position defended by the Anti-Federalists. Their views have not
been widely studied, but the history of ideas and political theory in
general have been wrong to neglect this current of thought. With
their unflagging insistence on the "likeness" and "closeness" that
must bind representatives and represented in a popular govemment, the Anti-Federalists actually made an important contribution
to political thought. The Anti-Federalists formulated with great
clarity a plausible, consistent, and powerful conception of representation. They accepted without reservations the need for a functional
differentiation between rulers and ruled. But they maintained that,
if representative government were to be genuinely popular, representatives should be as close to their constituents as possible: living
with them and sharing their circumstances. If these conditions were
fulfilled, they argued, representatives would spontaneously feel,
think, and act Iike the people they represented. This view of
representation was clearly defeated in 1787. Thus, the American
debate brings into sharp relief what representative government was
not intended to be. From the very beginning, it was clear that in
America representative government would not be based on resernblance and proximity between representatives and represented. The
debate of 1787 also illuminates by contrast the conception of
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representation that carried the day. Representatives were to be
different from those they represented and to stand above them with
respect to talent, virtue, and wealth. Yet the government would be
republican (or popular) because representatives would be chosen by
the people, and above all because repeated elections would oblige
representatives to be answerable to the people. More than in France
or England, where in the eighteenth century no significant force
defended representation based on social resemblance or proximity,
it was in America that the combination of the principle of distinction
and popular representative government emerged in exemplary
form.
Moreover, beyond the constitutional problem of representation,
the ideal of similarity between leaders and people proved to be a
powerful mobilizing force during the following cenhuy. But it was
the Anti-Federalists who had first formulated it. Viewed from a
certain angle, the history of the Western world can be seen as the
advance of the principle of division of labor. But wery time that
principle was extended to organizations involved in politics (e.g.
mass parties, trade unions, citizens' groups), the ideal of likeness
and closeness demonstrated its attractive force. In every organization with a political dimension, substantial energies may be mobilized by declaring that the leaders must resemble the membership,
share their circumstances, and be as close to them as possible, even
if practical necessities impose a differentiationof roles. The power of
the ideal of resemblance derives from its ability to effect a nearly
perfect reconciliation between the division of labor and the demccratic principle of equality.
There is an additional element of general import in the American
debate. On this side of the Atlantic, it was realized early on that the
superiority of the elected over their electors could usually be
achieved, even in the absence of any legal requirements, through the
mere operation of the elective method. It took almost another
hundred years before Europeans came to see this property of
elections, or at least to rely on it in order to ensure distinction in
representatives. Admittedly, the protagonists of the American
debate regarded the size of electoral districts as the main factor in
the selection of prominent candidates. But the Anti-Federalists
recognized that, even in smaller district$, voters would sponta-

neously choose persons whom they regarded in one way or another
as superior to themselves. When the Federal Farmer, for example,
called for a larger number of representatives, it was "in order to
allow professional men, merchants, traders, farmers, mechanics etc.,
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There was in Anti-Federalist thinking an unresolved tension
between the ideal of likeness and an adherence to the elective
principle (which the Federalists did not fail to exploit). In the
ratification debate, however, the Anti-Federalist position was not
simply inconsistent. For if the Anti-Federalists did accept a certain
difference between representatives and their constituents, they were
afraid that with vast electoral districts that difference would become
too great; they feared that certain categories would be deprived of
any representatives from their own ranks, and that in the end
wealth would become the prevailing criterion of distinction. In any
case, they realized that the elective principle would itself lead to the
selection of what they called an "aristocracy." The Federalists
undoubtedly shared that belief. The'disagreement was a matter of
degree: the two sides held different views on what was the proper
distance between representatives and represented. Furthermore,
they differed on the specific characteristics of the "aristocracy" that
it was desirable to select. Reviving, without explicit reference, an
ancient idea, both sides believed that election by itself carries an
aristocratic effect.

" The Federal Farmer, Letter IL Storing, 11,8,15; my emphasis.
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